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CAMPS.

Y a r n i’ Mp o n d .
Lake View Farm. Cottage on Vamuiu pond.
Situated near the best trout and salmon fish
ing in this vicinity. Boats and guides fur
nished. Parties met at train in Farmington.
Telephone 2-30.
I). C. AVKRILL & SON, T e m p le , >Ie.

H O T E L S

AND
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At I) e a i > R iver St a t io n .
De d River House, Two or more shots at deer
guaranteed and good guides furnished. Part
ridges are plentiful and sportsmen always get
good bird shooting. Post Office Rangeley,
Maine.
GUS JOHNSON.
Via B ingham .

F R E A K DEEK SEOJKE1I.
Shot,

at

Holt’s

Howard

Pond

Camps.
[Special correspondence to the P honograph.]

H a n o v e r , M e ., Oct. 17, 1899.

Mr. Millard Virgin got a deer while
Carry Pond Camps.
New York Cit y .
If you want moose, deer and other smaller sitting in his wagon near Holt’ s Camps
Ashland House.
game come to my damps. Guides furnished at Howard pond. The deer was a freak
Corner 4th Avenue and 24th street. Ameri
if desired. Shot at game guaranteed. Par of nature, a barren doe with horns. The
can and European plans.
tridges very plenty. Deer at every point.
horns were about six inches long and
Rooms, per day, $1.00 and upwards.
H enry J. La n e , Bingham, Me.
At J ackm an .
On R ange ley L a k e .
The Newton House, Jackman, Me.
Mingo Spring Camps.
| Headquarters for sportsmen who desire to
Located on Mingo Point. Rangeley Lake. j visit any of the numerous sporting camps
Best o f Salmon and trout Fishing; Cosy Cot reached’ through Jackman.
Parties out
tages; Open Fires; the Famous Mingo Spring fitted and guides furnished for camping or
Water; Pine and Balsam Groves. Everything canoe trips. The Moose river and a large ter
for the com fort anti convenience of Sports ritory accessible. Livery in connection.
men and Summer boarders. Send for circular. ! Rates $1.50 per day.
M c K i n n e y , N e w t o n & Co.
Charles E. B e l c h e r , Rangeley, Me.
At P h il l ip s .

Ran geley La k e s.

Camp Bemis and Birches.
Bends, terminus o f Rtimford Falls & Rangeley Lakes it. R. Two trains daily. Steamers
connect to all points on the lakes. Birehes
is six miles distant on Student’s Island. Cosy
log cabins, open tires at both places afford
comfortable homes for the summer for ladies
and gentlemen. Excellent fishing close at
hand. Send for circular.
Cart . F. C. Ba r k e r , Prop’r., Bends, Me.

Comfort Cottage. Brook fishing. Pure water.
No hay fever. Headquarters for commercial
travelers. Lunches will be delivered at the
station to those who telephone from Farm
ington. Dinners are served at the Cottage on
arrival of trains going to and from the
Rangeley Lakes and Dead River region.
Trains stop thirty minutes. Team from the
house carries passengers to and from the
house free o f charge.
W. K. Mil LETT, Prop’r, Phillips, Me.

were covered with hair. The deer was
very fat and fine eating.
Large bags of partridges are coming
in every day and much other small
game. The leaves are falling fast and
soon there will be the best of deer hunt
ing.
Mr. Hemy Farnum and John H. Car
lisle of Peabody,
Mass.,
have just
finished a ten days’ hunting trip with
Mr. Holt and had fine l u c k ,
They
carried home a dozen fine birds,
They
saw deer but didn’ t get a shot.
A large Boston party is coming next
week.
This week Mr. Holt will set his bear
and mink traps.
Mr. Holt says the
bears have commenced to work in the
apple trees at Cooney Hollow near his
camps.
Mr. and Mrs. Holt are always ready to
please their guests at camp.

At E r r o l , X. H .
La k e Me g a n t ic , Qi e .
Umbagog House. Good accommodations. Near Frank M urray’s Lake House, on the lake shore,
fishing grounds.
O. C. B cmkord , Prop.r. a short drive from the club house on the Spi
der, offers all modern inducements to the
sporting public. Messenger service for re
Lak esid e , n . H.
ceipt and dispatch of telegrams, messages,
Lakeside Hotel, a first-class sportsman’s hotel etc. Electric lights and telephones, first-class
cuisine and accommodation. The Lake
PARTRIDGES PLENTIFU L.
on the shore o f Lake Umbagog. This hotel Houseboat., run solely for the convenience
of Club House guests,'is available at any hour.
has a beautiful situation on elevation over Teams meet all trains, baggage accom m oda
looking the lake,, affording one of tlie most tion on boat and teams: passengers prefer Deer Secured by Guests o f the
ring the road route provided with carriages,
beautiful views to be found anywhere. The |double or single. Sporting parties, going or
Ledge House.
returning, will he wise in making Murray’s
air is pure and health giving. The hotel is Lake bouse their temporary headquarters.*
[Special correspondence to the P honograph]
supplied with the purest water. Fish and
Via R a n g e l e y .
D e a d R i v e r , M e ., O c t., 17, 1899.
game in abundance. Delightful resort for Dead River Pond Camps. Fishing, Hunting.
S im on O a k e s , Rangeley, Me.
The
proprietors of Ledge House and
Summer visitors. Steamers land twice daily
DO TOU HUNT?
Cabins
for several years past have felt
remaining over night here.
Are You Going Hunting This Fall.
so sure of the game in the vicinity of
A. P. Ch a n d le r , Proprietor.
the resort that they have been able to
Lakeside, X. H.
I n D ead R iv e r R e g io n .

Hotel Blanchard. Hunting, Fishing
Dt'RRF.LL. Proprietor. Stratton, Me.

J. 8.

At F l a g s t a f f .

Lake House and Camp. Camp is reached from
hotel ny boat. Great hunting. Moose and
cleer seen daily.
S. C. DC HRELI., Flagstaff, Me.
At W i l s o n ' s M i l l s , M e .

Azi_cohos House, 81..To day. ST to 810 week.
Licensed guides furnished. F red F l in t , Pr’r.
Via Range lev .
The Seven Ponds.
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The Carrabassett House situated in the best
hunting region of western Maine, will be
I kept open for the accommodation of sports
men throughout t lie hunting season. Thirty
minutes from the house takes you into the
{ heart of the Deer and Moose country. Deer
have been seen within a short distance from
1tlie hotel nearly every day the entire sum
mer. Moose are seen' in this vicinity very
frequently. Birds never were more plenty
|than this season. The hotel is well heated
with all modern conveniences. You can
hunt all day and have all the comforts of
home at night. Just the place to leave tlie
ladies. First-class livery connected to the
house. Registered Guides Furnished. Send
for catalogue and engage your rooms early.
,
Dr . Geo . H. Pa y n e , Proprietor,
Carrabassett, Me.

Via Ra n g e l e y .
These ponds are situated twenty-seven ! Kennebago Lake House, on the shore of Kenmiles from Rauweley and are reached by nebago lake. The best tty fishing in the
buekboard to Ivennebago lake, -thence by country every day in the year. High altitude.
steamer across the lake and again by buckbboard to our camps at Beaver Pond the cen No liny fever. Pure water. Game in abun
dance.
R ichardson Bros ., Proprietors.
tre of tlie Seven Ponds region.
Tlie new buekboard road is not new enough
to be dangerous, and constant work upon it
On Mooselookm eg cntic La k e .
is rapidly reducing the number of deaths re
ported to us daily. From our Camps upon
Beaver pond excellent trails afford easy ac Mooselookmeguntic House,
cess to a number of ponds where splendid
trout fishing is an unfailing certainty and
tlie capture of an occasional fish quite a com 
situated in the heart of the best fishing
mon occurrence. No expense has been spared
in securing the grandest mountain and lake district of the Rangeley lakes. The hotel is
scenery for the exclusive use of our guests,
for which no charge is made. Trout rise 2,000 feet above sea level and hay fever is
freely to the fly during the entire season and
“ tales” of 10-pounders are constantly heard guaranteed to be absolutely unknown.
flapping in the guides’ quarters. Game of all
kinds is so abundant as to be a positive nui
sance and the following may be hunted in Address, from November until May, T heo
tlie open season: Minges, Moose, Caribou. L. Pa g e , Proprietor Senate Cafe, Washington,
Catamounts, Bears, Deer, “ Draw-Poker,
Hedgehogs, “ Hearts,” House Flies, Part ; 1). 0. Alter May 1, Haines’ Landing, Me.
ridges, Ducks. Drakes, “ Seven up,” Weasles,
Wardens and other small game.
While Black flies and Mosquitoes are very
Near P h il l ip s .
rare, tar ointment is served at every ,meal Maplewood Farm
and is deservedly popular.
An excellent
table is kept, upon which more or less food is | can accommodate a few Summer Boarders,
served, most of which is consumed by our J High, healthy location. Good Brook and Pond
guests without abusive language. Good beds Fishing. Beaut iful Drives and Scenery. Posi
are not unknown: while every luxury to be tively lio Hay Fever. Good Board. Slmdy
found in any modern hotel, may be called Porches. Piano. Teams to let by day or
for. Anything that a third-class camp trying hour. Eleven years experience. Terms 87.00
to pass itself off as a comfortable well kept I per week. For further particulars write.
F. J. Tooth akkr , Phillips, Me.
one, finds it necessary to promise, we do, to
any extent. We seek patronage from anyone
E
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s
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who desires to visit the real hack woods and
who is not afraid to take desperate chances. Tim Pond Camps
in tlie Dead River region. Trout rise to tlie
Board and boats furnished at reasonable
every day in tlie season. Game plenty.
rates. Guides furnished on application. 2lly
<MX) feel above (lie sea level. Send for circu
Parties wishing to visit this place will please lar.
J ulian K. Y ilk s , Eustis, Me.
write in advance so that we can have camps
in readiness. The railroads will sell excur
At
R
a n g el ey La k e s .
sion tickets at reduced rates from Boston to
Bald Mountain Camps.
Rangeley.
Accommodations for forty people. The
Ask anyone about Beaver Pond Camps and
if they don’t speak well of us, then address famous Middle Grounds, arc within a stone’s
throw of these camps; Shark Grounds. Stony
us direct for any desired information.
Bat ter, good lly fishing. Lit tle Mild Pond, Big
Ed . Grant & Son , Beaver Pond, Me.
Mud Fond, Kennebago River, all within easy
distances. Steamers pass the the camps daily.
Terms satisfactory.
On Phillips & R angeley R. R.
E. B. Wh o ref , Haines Landing, Me.
Redington House,
One minute’s walk from station on P
P. & It. j
At r lagstaef .
Thebest of pond and stream fishing in W ing’ s Hotel and Cabins. A good place to gi
get
,e proximity to house. Deer, fox, w ood- Moose, Deer and Bear. Partridge and Due k
cock or partridge shooting unexcelled any- shooting unsurpassed. Good stream fishii
ing
where. Address
nearby. Pickerel fishing best in Maine.
Mrs . W. H. Ha rriso n , Prop’r,
Boats, canoes and guides furnished, on appli
Redington, Maine. cation.
A. P. WING, Prop’r, Flagstaff, Me
Via Carrabassett

statio n .

ledge House and Cabins, B la ck B rook Cam ps.

Anyone wanting the best trout and pickerel
fishing of any place in Maine, come here.
If we cannot please and satisfy you all, we
urn make no charges. We warrant and guaran
tee everyone all the fish tiiev want the entire
Vg* season.
Harlow Bros ., Dead River, Me.
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At Jackman.

Heald Pond Camps, Jackman, Maine, Fred

Henderson, Proprietor. Fine lake and brook
fishing, not only in tlie spring but every day
during the entire season. “ All the trout you
want to catch.”
Comfortable, separate
cabins with good spring beds. Excellent
table and beautiful location, 2700 feet above
the sea. Large and small game In abundance.
8end for circular.
15 Miles

from

Bin g h am .

Lake Austin. Fishing, Hunting of the best.

New Camps, Boats, First-class.
C. M. J ones , Bingham, Me.

guarantee every guest a deer. This jear
they say that the hunter is not up to
the real thing if he cannot bring down
two deer if he wants them.
The partridges have afforded better
sport this season than for a number of
years and bird hunters have been very
well pleased.
Moose too are more
numerous than any season since hunters
have visited this place. Dauviile Durrell, while driving from Carrabassett to
Ledge House recently, saw three moose.
A number of hunters were at Ledgq
House with September licenses and
secured their deer. J. R. Wilson and
Wm Overington, Jr., of Philadelphia,
with Harvey Harlow for guide, each got
a deer in September. Mrs. J. G. Har
low of Dead River also got a September
deer, as did Mr. C. C. Brooks of Wal
tham, Mass , who was here for his
annual deer hunt. Mr. Sam Whitney of
Keene, N. H., who was here with Henry
E. Mayo of Freeman in September, got
his deer.
Mrs. C. D. Cleaveland and son, H. E
Cleaveland a^d F. S. Pratt of Boston
were at the Ledge House for a while.
The gentlemen brought down a goodly
number of partridges and the party had
a most pleasant stay.
Mr. John Overington of Phi’ adelphia,
who came to the Ledge House in July,
is still here and is greatly enjoying the
beautiful October days.
J. O. Gould and D. A. Snow of Cam
bridge, Mass., enjoyed an outing at
Black Brook Camps recently.
They
secured a deer.
J. P. Hasfoid of Collinsville, Conn.,
has been at Black Brook Camps the
past week with Harvey Harlow guide.
Mr. Hasford had never seen a wild deer
before his trip to Maine, But he found
it easy to secure his two deer on this
trip.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Wade of Cambridgeport, Mass., passed a week most
pleasantly here.
A pleasure party consisting of G. H.
Rogers and lady and Mr. Burns and lady
of Skowbegan were much pleased with
the Ledge House and surroundings.

HUNTERS AT RLDINGTON
Must Look Out For Shop Blair’s
Pet Deer.

“ Uncle” Sliep Blair of Redington was
seen recently and interviewed
by
a P h o n o g r a p h reporter in regard to
game in that vicinity.
Sliep informed
us there were deer in plenty, but be
objected streuuously to any encourage
ment being given hunting parties to go
after deer in that section. Last sp ring
Sliep found out in the woods a p o o r
little fawD, nearly dead with h u nger
and cold, which he rescued and now
that the hunter is out with his gun this
little deer is causing Uncle Shep no end
of worriment.
He says: “ Dat leetle
deer run all dis las’ summer with de
cattle in my field. And he get pretty
beeg now 1 t’ink. Yah, beeg enough so
dat some dam fool hunter go to sh oot
lieem if so be they see him in the field.
At Ph il l ip s .
Phillips Hotel. The place for dinner.
Now he leetle tam’ deer. He come up
F. S. V in in g , Prop’r, Phillips, Me.
and eat out of my ban’ . Oh, he tam’ all
right lak as never was. If any man go
shoot leetle tam’ deer up dat way, by
cripe, I’ ll eat heem ears off.
In one of the most picturesque villages o f
When Shep returned to Redington
Maine, a modem home in good repair, con
sisting o f a one and a half story house with and his “ leetle tam’ deer” he had sev
broad piazza, thirty feet long, stable, con eral schemes in mind for preserving the
taining two box and one single stall. House animal’s life till after Dec. 15.
Ho
and stable supplied with pure running water was strongly of the opinion that if be
Nice dry cellar under all the buildings,divided
under the bouse into vegetable and furnace could but meet the commissioners of
cellars. Heated by furnace.
fish and game that his deer would be
Orchard of pear and apple trees. The protected if it took a special warden.
view of lake and mountains from the house
He is keeping a watchful eye on the
is unexcelled. Trout and salmon fishing
also hunting
in its season, is excellent. Situ i little beast and the man that sh oo ts it
fing i____
aili H| surrounded bv j will have a big fight on his hands right
ated in a beautiful valley
mountains
and abounding
__________________
ng In fine drives and
scenery unsurpassed in Maine, It Is an ideal i away. The old man declares he would
location for a gentlemen wishing a summer follow such ahunter to his home wherehome in the country and w ill be sold at a ever it might he and his hunt would not
bargain. For further information, address
prove to result all in satisfaction.
P. O. BOX 73, Phillips, Me.
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Rangeley Lake Mouse

[Special correspondence of the PHONOGRAPH.]

Milo , Me ., Oct. 17, 1899. 1
•
I
A good many deer have lost their
lives during the past week on account
of the rain.
The woods formerly so
dry, have been softened up so they are
now like velvet, and the hunter may j
steal through the woods without
awakening a suspicion of his presence 1
till his rifle speaks the death sentence !
of some deer.
Nearly every day we hear of some i
lucky hunter who has gone out a little j
way from the village and dropped his
deer.
The best one that has been
brought in for some time is one shot a
few miles above here in Williamsburg,
by Lester Hanscom. The buck looked
as large as a beef creature and weighed
PLAN <5F THE NEW GOLF LINKS.
230 pounds. The head was a beauty.
On M a r b le Point, R a n g e le y Lake,
It was exceedingly stocky, had eleven
points, and spread a little over twentjThe finest location for a Summer Hotel in New England. Entirely remodeled and refurnished,
and has all the conveniences of a first-cLss hotel. Write for a descriptive circular relative to the
one and a half inches.
Mr. Hanscom
hotel, the famous Rangeley Mineral Spring and Rangeley Lakes as a Hay Fever Resort.
offered the head to Taxidermist Cooper
and had no trouble in persuading him
that he wanted it.
Mr. Silas A. Alden, one of the pro
J O H N B. M A R B L E , P r e s . ,
fessors in the Emerson College of
New York Office 70 Wall St. New York City.
RANGELEY, MAINE.
Oratory, Boston, Las been here visiting
his father-in-law, Mr. Hobbs, and incidently to renew his acquaintance wish
the game. He spent a few days at the
popular camp of William H obb s, on 1
Nollesmic lake, just below Millinocket.
While there he became attached to two |
deer and they followed him down by
express. One had quite a good head,
which is being mounted by Cooper.
A boy by the name of Brown, liv ng
in the edge of the village, went down by
AND
the rips of the Piscataquis a few’ days |
ago and secured a very pretty spotted j
deer. The next day he went down in }
the same place and foreclosed on
another good one.
Our jeweler, Mr. Frank Sargent, is
an enthusiast at bird shooting, and
A R E S E C U R E D BY H U N T E R S IN
e,v ,en there are any near he is after the j
birds. With Dr. Lyford, he went up
the Piscataquis a few days ago and
dropped a bird over in a logan of the
river. While trying to secure it they
found a way to push the canoe into the
logan. There was a sportsman’s para
dise. Flocks of from ten to twenty-five
More deer were killed In these regions in the open season of 1898 than in any
birds flew in till it seemed as if five
other portion of the state o f equal area. GO
hundred bad come in. The sportsmen
bad but thirteen charges apiece with
Via. SANDY R IV E R , P H IL L IP S & R A N G E L E Y ,
them. These they commenced to use
up when the birds began to come in,
F R A N K L IN & M E G A N T IC RAILROADS.
and with them dropped four birds. But
when their ammunition was gone was
Stage connections at Dead River Station for Stratton and Eustis; at Carrathe time they needed an abundance of
basset for Flagstaff and Lower Dead River and Eustis, connecting with all trains
it for the birds came in faster than evei
to and front Boston. Buckboards connect at Eustis for Tim Pond, Round Moun
then. They decided to try them again,
tain Lake, Chain of Ponds, Megantic Preserve, King and Bartlett; at Rangeley
but the next night they could go they
for Loon Lake, Kennebago, Seven Ponds and Megantic Preserve.
found that the ducks were not “ in ff,”
Maps and information about Hotels and Camps, Furnished on application to
that is, in the logan.
One of the things that particularly
F. N. BEAL, Phillips, Me.
FLETCHER POPE, Redington, Me.
attracted my attention as I visited the
taxidermist shop of William Cooper,
Supt. S. R. R. R.
Gen. Man’ g ’ r. P. & R. R. R.
was a pair of king birds with their nest
and eggs in a stump. It was very life
G. M .VOSE, Kingfield, Me., Supt. F. & fl. Ry.
like, as was also the pair of golden
winged woodpeckers perched on a
stump conveniently near their nest full
of young. The young may be seen by
removing a section of the stump ar
ranged for hat purpose.
Maxim, of
gun fame, told Mr. Cooper he never saw
anything like the king birds.
A monstrosity in the shape of antlers
is seen on a head brought in last Decem
ber by Mr. Wilson of Charleston.
Tlie
extremities turn in very much and one
of the points is shaped much like a
drum stick all twisted up.
.3 0 C a l ib e r R if l e s .
Rather a pretty thing for pool room
decoration is the 5-pound fish mounted
T h e B ig G a m e G u n s O f T o = D a y .
on the blade of a paddle. This piece of
M odel 1895— The only sporting rifle made that
work was done for Mr. E. D. Bushneb
handles the powerful .30 Calib er U . S. Army C a r 
of Brooklyn.
tridge containing 36 grains of Sm okeless powder
Mr. Ed Robbins brought in two deer
and a 220 grain So ft Point or Fu ll Metal patched
this week.
bullet. T h is gun Is made with 28 inch round Nickel steel barrel and
Will Hobbs has taken to himself from
weighs 8)4 pounds. 6 shots. List price, $25.00.
the maidens of his town, a wife, and
M o d e l 1894— .30 W inchester caliber, Nickel steel barrel. Made with full
they have gone into camp for the rest
or half m agazine in carbine, regular, “ T a k e D o w n ” and “ E xtra
of the sporting season at Nollesemic
L ig h t W eig h t” styles. W eigh t from § }i to 7% pounds. List price
lake.
from $21.00 to $33.00.
Mr. Hobbs tells of a sportsman from
F R E E —Send name and address on a postal fo r 158-pagc Illustrated Catalogue describing all the
guns and ammunition made by the
Massachusetts who visited them last
WINCHESTER REPEATING ARM S CO., - NEW HAVEN, CONN.
fall. The two had been talking about
bears and hedgehogs till it seemed as if
the sport had the hedgehog in his mind
all right. It seemed as if this visitor
here. The head will be mounted at
’T IS A BIG SEASON.
had never been in the woods to any exCrosby’s where it has already attracted
tenr before and everything was enjoyed
great attention.
as only one to whom things are new can 500
tarried
Deer
Reported
Among other animals received .by
enjoy them. One day Mr. Hobbs i was
Crosby this week wTere a big moose and
away and the sportsman thought to
1 hrough Bangor.
caribou which he will mount for Chas.
himself that he would go hunting and
[Special correspondence to the PHONOGRAPH]
Riordan of Boston.
Mr. Riordan has
perhaps surprise the guide when he re
B
a n g o r , M e ., Oct. 17, 1899.
the honor of having killed the recoid
turned. Sure enough, when Mr. Hobbs
The second week of the big game caribou of New Brunswick. He shot
returned he was greeted with a smile
and the announcement that a bear had season closed on Saturday night with a his prize last year and won thereby no
fallen a victim to his unerring aim. The record of 492 deer received in Bangor end of publicity.
bear, he said, was not a very large one,
but he had the animal out near the lake. for the two weeks, which is a considera
There has been a rumor afloat to the
The
Considering the conversation they had ble gain over previous seasons.
effect that O. A. DenneD, the founder
had, Hobbs wondered if the small bear hunting for the second week was much and present manager of the Kineo
were not one of the smaller animals better than that of the first week of the House, would soon retire. This all de
mentioned before; but no, there at the open time as two heavy rain storms bad pends on whether Mr. Dennen sells his
end of a well spotted trail was the bear cleared the trees of much of their foli interest in Kineo to John Eveleth who
and it answered well to the description age and made still-hunting much more now holds a majority of the stock. Mr.
practicable.
given.
Dennen has been failing in health con
tinually and it is very doubtful if he is
Bangor sportsmen are interested in a able to manage the house another sea
Two nice bucks were taken out over giant moose which was killed in New son.
the Phillips & Rangeley railroad a few Brunswick last week and is said by
The Mt. Kineo House was closed for
days ago, which were secured by C. N. woodsmen of that vicinity to be , the the season of ’99 on Wednesday of last
largest animal killed there for years. week and the few guests were trans
Hollis of Boston and Mrs. H. W. San The slayer of the giant was Orren Scotborn of Boston. Since October 1, the ten of Detroit, vice president of the ferred to the cottage or winter hotel.
The season has been encouraging in
Phillips & Rangeley railroad has carried Continental Tobacco Co., and well every way but not until the owners have
known
as
a
hunter
of
uncommon
ex
sixteen deer.
their meeting and the accounts are ad
pertness.
The animal weighed more j justed can anything definite be said
Mr. Oscar Beedy of West Phillips, than 1,600 pounds and had an enor-1 about an addition being built to the big
mous head, although its antlers were'
shot a fine buck last week. 1
not as large as some that have been seen j house.

Rangeley Lakes Hotel Co.,

D EER

M O O S E

The Rangeley Lakes or Dead River
Regions.

P H ILLIPS

WORK IS RUSHING.
Rangeley Lake

House

OQUOSSOC BU SINESS GOOD.

There Since October 1.

[Special corres pondence to the PHONOGRAPH.1

[Special correspondence to the PHONOGRAPH.]

R a n g e l e y , M e ., Oct. 18, 1809.

The main part of the addition being
made to the Rangeley Lake House is
already up and clapboarded and lathed
and work is being pushed rapidly.
The interior of the present building is
to receive some changes, important
among which will be the division of the
private dining room, which is at present
a very large room at the left of the main
dining room. A part of the space will
be made into a room for news and cigar
stands, check room, telegraph office,
etc.
A great deal of work is being done on
the grounds of the Rangeley Lake
House this fall, a large crew of men
being at work now.

DEER AT RANGELEY.

R a n g e l e y , M e ., Oct. 17, 1899.

Mr. W. S. Marble, proprietor of the
Oquossoc House,is doing a rattling busi
ness this fall. The rooms have been all
taken at several different times since
October 1. The register contains the
names of several different hunting
parties that were passing through
Rangeley for the various camps.
Late arrivals at the Oquossoc House
are:
Capt C W Howard, ( ’lias E Libby, W M
Stephenson, Sumner C Lang, R H Elms, F C
Brow n, A 1’ Whittier, John W F ogg, M B
Adie, E Turner Hatch, Portland; L 11 Cobh,
Bangor; J 1L Byron, M S Kelley, II II Field,
Charles George and wife, Phillips; I) M
Waterhouse, Iveniiebunk; \\ J Law, Dead
River; W E Ward, Am Express Co; E E
Hilliard, H artford; E B WliorlF, Rangeley; C
H Graifam, Lewiston; R W Bussell, St Louis;
F E Nutting, Strong; A M Otis, Andover; H <i
Yates," F Smith, Huston ; Oscar Jones, Dr J It
Kiltredge, Farmington; Win B Whelen, Phil
adelphia; MO Eddy, E H Day, Waverly,
Mass.

MOOSE WITH A HUMP.

Numbers Have Keen Brought In
by Lucky Huuters.
3 0 0 ,0 0 0 Spawn

Already

Correspondent Claims September
Taken

For Rangeley Hatchery.
[Special correspondence to the PHONOGRAPH ]

R an g e le y , Me ., Oct. 17, 1899.
The past week has been one of ex
ceptionally fine weather for comfort in
the woods. It is the usual Indian sum
mer weather. The leaves are nearly all
off the trees and lie in a rich carpet,
ankle deep in many places, while the
absence of any rain lias rendered the
swamps and usually muddy places dry
and easy walking. This, however is not
the most favorable condition for the
hunter who stalks his game in the
woods, as the rustling leaves and snap
ping twigs resound with startling dis
tinctness at every step, rendering still
hunting out of the question.
At Billy Soule’ s deer are still coming
in. Several have been killed the past
week, but the number on hand as re
marked a week ago has fallen to less
than one-lialf.
Guide C. L. Hamden, Miss Una G.
Clarke of Washington, D. C., and Miss
Cordelia J. Carter of Honolulu, Hawaii
islands, came out from Kennebago lake
last
week. Miss Carter’ s father was for
p
years a Hawaiian minister to this coun
try. They got three deer on this trip,
one at Loon lake and two at Kennebago.
A party consisting of Capt. C. W.
Ho ward, E. H. Cobb and Dr. E. A.
Libby were hunting south of Rangeley
lake a few days ago, when Capt. Howard
came upon a cub which got out of his
sight before he could shoot.
The old
bear came along directly, however, and
the Captain took good aim to shoot,
but the cartridge caught. The Captain
got his rifle in shape to shoot just as
three partridges flew up, and for a few
seconds he was undecided which game
he preferred, bear or partridge.
When
he did shoot, however, the bullet killed
two squirrels in a tree which was in
line. The bears started in the direction
o f the other hunters and he called out,
“ Coming your way,” hoping by so
doing they would be mote fortunate
than he had been, but nothing more was
seen of them.
E. H. Cobb shot two woodcock at the
head of Haley pond lately.
Deer heads have been coming in quite
plenty and Mr. Cobb has taken about
forty since September shooting com
menced.
Crosby’s shop will remain
open until the last of this month.
Arthur Giles and Frank Hight each
killed an eight point buck lately
The
heads are being mounted by D. E Heywood, who will be prepared to do work
in taxidermy during the fall.
Superintendent Charles Barrett, with
an assistant, is at work on the Kennebago stream, taking spawn for the
hatchery. They have at present 300.000
and are still working under orders of the
guides’ association, to take as many as
possible. We expect to get quite a lot
of salmon spawn this year from native
waters.

HEFR ATE GARDEN “ SASS”
Proprietor of Mt. Bigelow House
Finds Deer Too Plenty.
I Special Correspondence to the P honograph.

D* cad R i v e r , M e ., Oct.

16, 1899.

Mr. S. A. Parsons, the proprietor of
the Mt. Bigelow House, operates a large
farm in connection with his hotel busi
ness but for several years past the harvest
has been a little disappointing when one
considers the labor of planting and tend
ing the crops.
The farm is a very
pxoductive one and the deer seem to
know that they will be sure of a variety
of tender vegetables, and every year
finds a greater number of these animals
gathered for the summer crops.
This year Mr. Parsons planted a large
piece to beets, carrots and cabbages
hoping to at least, get enough for winter
use, but he didn’t, however. The deer
grew fat while the crop lasted, and Mr.
Parsons got a very few of his vegetables!
Mr. Parsons will have the Dead River
Dam Camps in connection with Mt.
Bigelow House another season.
Mr
Parsons lias had the keys to the camps
this season and several parties have oc
cupied them while on fishing trips.
I he camps are near Spencer stream
which affords the best of trout fishing.
There is excellent pickerel fishing also
nearby.

Law Hurts Hunting Camps.

K i n e o , M e ., Oct. 17, 1899.

Notwithstanding the large number of
deer being killed off this season, the
number seems to grow no less.
Bucks
of all descriptions, sometimes a sleek
doe and too often a little fawn are
brought out to show for the hunter’ s
skill. The carcasses are brought in on
every boat, and constitute no small part
of the express from Greenville. Twentyeight were counted in one of the piles
that were heaped up on the wharf,
Friday afternoon, and on the afternoon
boat Saturday over twenty were brought
in.
The complaint here, as elsewhere, is
that though the trade and travel during
the past three months has been much
better than last year, or in fact pre
vious years, tne present month is a dis
appointment to those interested. Wheth
er enough hunters will hear the
“ moose call” the remainder of the sea
son to make up for the present lack is
the question.
The guides and their sportsmen axe
indignant over the insinuations and
charges that they were the cause of the
xecent forest fires. The guides are very
careful about leaving their fires and
have guarded the forests as their stock
in trade. But they do say that the Sep
tember law is an injury to them. They
declare that not enough guides could be
obtained during that m onth—a month
when they have always nad a plenty of
work —and that many a party was
obliged to go into the woods without a
guide, not from choice but from neces
sity. Sportsmen have come and gone,
and taken their deer, and do not need to
come in October
Many guides who
Lave hitherto always been busy are now
loafing.
The business at the Kineo House has
been most satisfactory this season. In
lact so many sportsmen have been
turned away that there is serious talk of
putting on an addition this fall.
This
will certainly be necessary in order to
accommodate the numbers that wrant to
come here. The rumor tlia', on account
of ill hea tlx, Manager A. O. Dennan
may be obliged to give up the manage
ment of the house causes regret on the
part of those who frequent his hostelry.
The main house was closed last week
and the guests moved into the cottage.
Now gettetli the ungainly moose a hump on
himseil and with the gait ot a sailor using
his ‘ -sea legs,” lumbtretii away w'ltli Ins
meaty form to haunts unknown to man, bird
and beast, w itli every crackle in the forest
lie pricKelli up his ears and liieth himself
away to find companions to ids liking.
The moose hunter is here and with him his
implements Of destruction. The guides all
have the large bulls located and expect to
have several brought down this week
Assistant manager C. A. Judkins of the Mt.
Kineo Hotel company, with his brother,
Ernest Judkins or Lewiston, have been hunt
iug towards Tomhegau. The brother has been
here for several seasons but is proud of the
first deer, taken this year. Frazar is mount
ing the head.
Dr. W. S. Rainsford, rector of the St.
Geoi-ge’s Episcopal church. New York City,
with his two sons, has returned from the
provinces where they have been trying to
secure a large moose head.
Mr. and Mrs. S. H. Crawford o f Montclair,
N. J , returned Sunday from the Moosehorn
where they have been camping and brought
with them a fine head secured by Mr. Craw
ford from the West Branch.
I’heir first e x 
perience of the kind was a delight to them
and they were much pleased to see such
large game during tueir stay.
Mrs. W. Hinkle Smith of Bryn Mawr, has
set the society ladies at Kmeo, of whom she
has been the leader, a good pace by bringing
out from Socatean stream, after a few daysr
stay, a fine buck.
Mr. F. C Batty of the firm of Hunter, Pierce
& Batty of Savannah, did himself proud this
fail and has left the head of his prize with
Frazar. Mr. Batty is a dead shot, having won
the Fin.ted States championship at Seabiight
a few years ago. Last year he shot a white
deer which he had mounted whole
TheNightliawk club have arrived for their
fall sport at Sugar Island, in the party are
Mr. William Barker, Mrs. Albert Saaw’ and
Master Shaw of Bath; H W Priest and wife
of Franconia, N. H.; T. H Wilson and wife,
C. R. Donnell and wife of Brunswick; Dr. C.
F. Mi Galian of Bethlehem, N H.
Mr. E. E. Boynton of Lynn, brought a fine
head down from North West Carry a few
days ago and left it with Frazar.
A jolly party from Portland, have gone to
the North West Carry and are occupying
Seboomook cottage. In the party are Sylvanus Brown, W. A. Cates C. B. King and Dr.
Fred Howland.
Jay Cooke, Jr., of New York, has gone to
Cancomgomoc for his usual moose.
During
the summer he has been occupying his cot
tage at Big W.
'
Messrs. T. D M. Carlezaand Bertram Marke
of Philadelphia, started out for a moose
about as soon as they were able after the law
went oil. They will hunt in the vicinity ol
Caucongomoc lake.
Mr. H. C. Whitman of Katoona, New' York,
brought a good buck and a good brace of
birds from Caribou Stream last week.

Menus

Loaded to Order..

Please Guests at

Attean (’amps.
[Special Correspondence to the P honograph.]
A t t e a n C a m p s , J a c k m a n , M e ., )

Oct. 14, 1899.
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Oriental
%Powder Hills,

m

Smokeless anfl . . . .
% Him Orate Sporting Powder.

Du Pont’s
Gunpot

*
*
*

The past week has been a bad one for
PORTLAND, M AIN E.
the deer and partridges of the vicinity
*
M ANUFACTURERS o f
and the guests have had all the sport
they could desire. With venison in all
sorts of tempting forms, an abundance
of partridges and then a spicy flavored
duck, the dinners have been something
Have your shells loaded with
to remember and contentment reigns in
Oriental Powder.
the different cabins.
It has no superior. For Sale
The Half Past Six club has gone afte^ y f c PHILLIPS HARDWARE CO., P
Ups, Me., and dealers generally
killing some twenty partridges and two
deer.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Lappin of Port
land, returned Thursday from three
days in camp at Holeb falls, with three
fine deer. They are working for the
fourth and last in order that they may
take the fu’ l quota home with them
Deer,
Duck
and
Partridges
Monday.
John F. Flynn and F. E Bell of BanSatisfy Flagstaff Huuters
gor, Robert L. Smith, R. A. Bragg and
W. H. Roberts of Portland are recent
guests.
m
But Moose Are Offering Attrac
A large party of ladies and gentlemen
tions Now.
comes next week for a jolly good time,
and hunting.

AND

*

Smokeless
Pot

*
*

For Shot Guns ami Rifle*

*

For sale by
J. L. Corson,

SEASON IS SUCCESSFUL.

W ill

u o ., Wilmington, Delaware.

E. I. DUPONT de NEMOURS

“ A C M E ”

u. m. c.

SHEL

With High Base for use of D ENSE N 1TRO PO W DERS.
And wi
Celebrated “ U. M. C .” No. 3 Primers give thorough satis:: ctio
under all Condit ons and in all Climates.

[Special correspondence to the PHONOGRAPH ]

M ISTAKEN FOB A D E E B .

F l a g s t a f f , Me ., Oct. 17, 1899.

The season continues with all its
opening promise. Deer are brought in
Maine This Season.
every day and hardly a sportsman has
[Special correspondence to the P honograph.]
to go home empty handed.
Partridge
B a n g o r , Me ., Oct. 16, 1S99.
and duck shooting have been excellent
The first fatal shooting where a man and every lover of the shotgun has had
was mistaken for a deer occurred last his fill this season of the featheiy
Thursday when Mr. J. B. Dumond of 92 beauties.
Springfield street, Boston, wTas shot by '■ The Lake House lias beeu overrun
his guide. Mr. Dumond was a member ever since open season. All the guests
of the Massachusetts legislature and in leave charmed with “ mine genial host”
company with Senator Charles H. Innes and liis efficient lady.
Wing’ s hotel has had a great run this
and Representative F. H. Krebs w as on
a hunting trip at Messer pond, 28 miles year and tlie cabins have been in great
from Grindstone station.
The party demand.
was in charge of William Hobbs, regis
Now that the time has come for hunt
tered guide of Bangor, tvho lias had ing the monarch of the mouutain, every
many years experience and is considered
one of the best guides of the vicinity one is rubber-necking to catch a glimpse
and thoroughly versed in woodcraft. o ! his royal majesty. Moose signs are
For nine years he had accompanied Mr. very plenty. D. C. Durrell while re
Dumond on hunting expeditions’ in the turning from the station one day last
Maine woods.
week saw three moose abreast facing
The accident occurred about 9.30
They stood several
o’ clock within a short distance of Wil him in the road.
liam W ood’s camp. The party on start seconds calmly viewing the tiaiD, then
ing out divided, the guide and Mr. Krebs with a majestic whirl they trutted into
going in one direction and Mr. Dumond the woods. Mrs. C. H. Davis, Boston,
and Mr. Innes in another. This was Mr. )
Innes’s first trip to Maine and Mr. who was in the carriage wa9 nearly
Dumond kept him with him in order to frantic over the sight.
show him how to get a deer.
Some very laughable stories are told
Soon after the separation the guide at the hunter’ s expense. One very quiet
saw a deer, but was unable to get a man had insisted that he cared notliiug
shot at him, and a little later saw the
deer again as he supposed, and fired. j for deer, vowing that partridge was
However, when
It was a fatal mistake, for the supposed twice as fine game.
deer proved.to be Mr. Dumond, who fell fortune favored him and he wounded a
mortally wounded.
The bullet had fine buck, he cared not for gun or com 
passed entirely through him, entering
the intestines and coming out at the panions, saw never a tree or a stream,
but plunged blindly after his prize. He
spine.
His companions did what they could even sacrificed his personal appearance
for him, but before lie could be gotten by wading a muddy stream, waist deep,
out of tlie woods he died, just half an frantically clutching in the direction of
hour after the shot w'as fired.
Lis disappearing deer.
Laughter pre
vented his friends or guide from coming
LEXINGTON GAME NOTTS.
to his assistance, but fate was with him
and he brought in the finest deer of the
Deer Are Plenty, but Partridges season. Now Byron hasn’ t a w'ord to
say against deer hunting.
Are W ild.
The cigars were up on Dr. Sager of
[Special Correspondence to the P honograph]
Cleveland, Ohio, who held a deer down
L e x i n g t o n , M e ., Oct. 16, 1899.
by the horns twenty minutes, vainly
Quite a number of deer have been
trying to stab him with a pen knif e.
killed in this town since Oct. 1. Among
the lucky hunters are Hiram Crocker,
MOOSE NUMEROUS.
Clarence Langley, Maurice Strickland,
A. J. Allbee and others unknown to
your scribe.
Hunters o f North Franklin LookDelbert Green and Arthur Dexter
iug For Big Ones.
have each shot a nice fox.
Henry J. Lane,proprietor o f the Carry
Moose are reported as being more
Ponds, has a number of sportsmen and numerous about the forests of north
they are getting all the deer the law
will allow-. Moose are plenty there and ! western Maine than for several years.
you will hear of one or more being At Weld a bull and a cow moose weio
killed soon.
,
recently seen across the pond, and at
There are a few bears in this locality ! Beech hill a cow was seen a few days
and the gunners and trappers at e after ago.
them. A number of sheep have been
A report has reached ltere which has
killed by bears.
not
yet been confirmed, that a hunter
J. H. Green lias a number of sports-!
men and they are having good luck and in the vicinity of Mt. Saddleback got a
a fine time.
big bull moose a day or two ago.

Guides Disclaim the Authorship First
of Forest Fires.
[Special Correspondence to the PHONOGRAPH.]
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OCTOBER

DINNERS A B E REM EM BERED.

Gamy
Addition Several Hunters Have Kegistered

Fast Going Up.

PHONOGRAPH.

Shooting o f the Kind ^In

Q uite a num ber of partridges have
been k illed , bu t they are rather scarce
and very w ild .
L iv e Y a n k e e .

Hear Not Deer.

CAMP L IF E A G R E E A B L E .
Guest

of

Mr.

W liorff

Y\ ites

Mr. Frank Gray of Strong, who is
Home to His Sister.
quite a hunter and has downed many a
We take pleasure in publishing the
deer, was hunting near the Mark Gray
p’ace not long since and thought that following letter whicli was written last
he would lay for a deer so he and his summer by a guest at Bald Mountain
young friend who was* with him climbed Camps to bis sister in the city:
on the roof of a logging camp so as to |
Ba ld Mo u n tain Ca m p s , Aug 5, 1*99
get a good view of the surrounding
m
y
d
a r RACHEL-The loveliest spot on
clearing and watched. They had been j eartb ise ibis
camp at sunset, especially such
there about an hour wlien they discov a sunset as we had last evening. I feel like a
j
new
man
so
soon,
between the lazy, restful
ered something moving around quite
near and at last made it out to be a good spTndldnTgMng^r, ladeTwlVpin! and
bear. Whm
When line
this was decided Mr. I balsam odors and ozone from the lake. As
sized hear
Gray presented his rifle at the beast and Betty said today, “ there is no rebreathed air
here.
There is more than enough to tro
discharged it which caused a decided round
without repeating
change in tlie animal’s attitude for he Without exception this is the best thi;ig I
arose on his hind legs and commenced ever saw o f its kind in these regions and we
clawing great holes in the atmosphere. are ill surprised and happily disappointed in
surroundings. Nothing could be oetter
All this time Mr. Gray was so struck our
than our log hom e in its site and arrangewith the animal’ s gestures that he did ment, I w onder this place is not overrun
not discharge his piece again but stood with visitors and can only account for it by
with every muscle rigid except, it is ^ e? M T . l e10J,leu1' a v e “ ot
onto It*
sal<1 al,<)ut the table is true and
said, those of his legs. When the bear
8ee ,,s eat and call for second
bad got through lie got down and p ates o f things, you would smile. I shall be
to take Betty out in a boat if she con
shambled off into the woods and it is afraid
tinues to eat, and grow round for fear site will
said that when he disappeared in the go t rough tlie bottom o f the boat.
wilderness, Mr. Gray heaved a sigh of
We have slept, ioafed and eaten most of
regret (?)
tlie time since we cam e and are really getting
N eav

A d v e r t is e m e n t s .

ashamed o f ourselves. With the finest trout
we'lazl/v l i e l luke d ‘ rectly opposite our door,
we lazily lie In our hammocks and wonder
why people will take the trouble to row out
half a mile and sit all the forenoon In the
f.ul'..ro,c.ki ll5 H! anchor, but when they com e
in and present us with 4-pound trout, reserv
« M tJH "!1? ? " for them»elves,It really looks
as If it m ight be very Interesting out there
after one gets rested.
e
By the way w e are not so far from you after
1eaves lioston at 8.:io a. m.,
with parlor ear which comes right through

The Union Metallic Cartridge Co. set
forth the advantages of the U. M. C.
paper shot shells in their advertisement.
Deer at Dead River.
Partridge shooters will be interested
in the advertisement of the Laflin &
[Special correspondence to the P h o n o gr aph . |
Rand Powder Co., in this issue.
It
D e a d R i v e r S t a t i o n , Oct. 17, 1899.
gives informal ion about their new’ Shot- t0J lem,a*at the foot of our lake! arriving at
,
.ls..ser.ved there and one
Deer are very plenty in the country gun Smokeless for those birds.
J1 lake lanrts
our cabin home
I ’ ll
Gus Johnson of Dead River Station is Better drop in and spend a few days
around Dead River Station.
Gus John
warrant it will run into weeks after you get
in an excellent location for hunting and this
lazy air and life Into your system
1
son went out one day recently and got lie guarantees two shots at a deer.
See! have caught a big trout.
his two deer on one trip.
notice on 1 st page.
Your
1 our aflt
affectionate brother,
Ne t o r .

Absolute Uniformity of Load Insures Accuracy and R liabili
W iite for Price List and Descriptive flatter.

Union Metallic Cartridge C o .^ ^
Bridgeport,

3 13 Broadway, New York.

■ $ Fairl;

T h o s e w h o Anejle w i t h

W h e e le r’s Split Bam boo F ish in g L ial Corres
FACTORY ESTABLISHED INtrHEENVJ
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Are sure of the best thine for flaine Waters.
Price List Sent Free.
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Extreme

1

Lightness, Handiness, Adaptibiiity
Open Canoe Mast-Step and Shoe. $1.00.
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C A N V A S CAN O ES
and Row Boats.
Exchange S t., B a n g o r , St.

M O RRIS C A N V A S CANOES.

Send for illus. catalogue. B. N. MORRIS, Veazie, Me.

Will build any size or any kind of ( > ■
Quality ruprvicu•^told th e
sin eerel.
H a n d M a d e ,) a sou r
T r o u t an [t h e y w o

Salmon

Portable Houses

Mr w i t h t t

Double Snell anytime wilt
Rest wearing FLY ■

ruts. h. H. DILL, Rangeley, ni#ttjell‘

the eat

A rtific ia l F lie laronen
I*--

a

AAtt S W iu V * '-

.•emiEttatc,

HUNTERS’ CABINS.
CHILDREN S PLAY HOUSES,
RANCH HOUSES.
SUMMER COTTAGES.
M ERSHON

&

M ORLEY,

THE NEW DEPARTURE TRUNK I
. .
78 Summer St., Bo* 1 ^

I TSend
R for
U catalogue.
N K S iT H S

BOATS AND CANOES, WELD. TALNE

M.

BARRETT,

WELD,

v

[r. M. I*
h bavin
fcir son £
velvet.

W ood and Bam boo

E. S. T W A D D L E ,

HAINE.

Builder of F I N E C E D A R BOATS.
I P* 'W rite for
catalogue.

ft*

The only perfect wall trunks m - t s m a i l i
E very way superior and MKjfc atra
than the beat <>i<l-style trun k. I L e a n , a
grades and sizes for all purposes. |
- ,,
ented tn England. Canada and t'g O t t n e
States. Warranted Hv, ye rs. ~ „ n ( i [ (.{ ,

M ichigan.

Saginaw ,

H.

I am again tying files on Lake
on *
Steamboat wharf and leas than five « i e head
walk from Rangeley Lake House. 1 * d l y till
glad to see all o f my old patrons an lied by <>1
new ones. You will find a good stock!
and leaders.
Mr s . L. D. JACOB Prou
Rangeley, 1 it
th e
■— —
■ ■ le th e re

price list and

nmde'to order and repaired.
<"all and see my special Rangeley
R<*1 and Spilt bamboo.
1 have added Picture Frames to my
and solicit work In this line.

E.

H O A R

RANGKl EY,

descriptive

for
Spor
YOU are to visit Maine this vear you Knapsacks
want ’ ’ MAINE WOODS anJ WATER
FOLK, and Stories of Hunting and and
Guides.
Fishing,” which tells all about these sports
Snowshoes made to order and
in Maine, and gives a select list o f 500 guides,
besides many' charm ing stories for the craft. Guns repaired. Boots and shoes
Chairs repair*
If you don’ t go you surely want it. Forty Harness repaired.
■
__u
half-tone illustrations anti 150 pages. Post bottom ed. Also harness supplies.
W. F. T w o m b l y , Rangeley A 111®1 u *
free on receipt of 60 cents. Address, H. L
GOODWIN, Farmington, Maine.
theii

IF

W IL L IA n

J*

CO O PER,

T A X ID ER H IST , Licensed.
All work moth proof. Sportsmen wishing
to visit Maine, supplied with all information
as to Guides, Camps, etc. Inspection invited
of my w’ ork on Birds, Mammals and Fish.
Over thirty years’ experience. Greatest care
and attention to Game Heads.
Opposite the Depot. Milo, Me.

FOR SALE CHEAP.

One 40-liorse power boiler in first-class con 
dition, allow s 120 lbs. steam. Also one verti
cal engine 8x8.
Address, P h o n o o r ip b office.
J. WALDO NASH, NORWAY, MAINE,

T A X ID E R M IS T .

Trout and Salmon Painting on Birch Bark
and Bird’s-Eye-Maple panels. I do work o f
every description in the highest style of
the art,

AYhe re Game Is Plenty.
[Special Correspondence to the

P honograph. 1

H ig h l a n d P l a n t a t io n , Me

ffessrs.
i. S. Mill

All Sportsmen consider that

E L L IS’S LOTld,bave
IS a tu rd i

Is the best remedy for Sunbuijoleb. r
Chilblains, Ivy Poison, Eczenv atertov
Blackheads, Pimples and f
c 1
n,.
,
I B. kva
ocalp Diseases, hives, blister rtfon[
burns and all insect bites, J - 8t trip
lightfully soothing after a shavjmStleme
Ask your druggist for a bottl re for
M A N U F A C T U R E D O N I.Y BY

NATT E L L IS .

-

-

mposei

Rangeley heeler

om Klx
Messrs
WHEN IN B O S T O N , STOP AT Tl enry L
If tlie P<
artford
oacli ri
Messrs

MERICA
HOUSE

Thom
Oct. 17, 1899.
Hanover St., near Scollay SqJ o r ^w o
Hiram Robinson of Smithfleld, came
Nearoot of tho large hotels to Union Statloi Sports
very near meeting with a severe accident.!
Steamers, business and amusement centres.
Lranch t
while sliooting a deer. A cartridge ex
L A R G E S T K O O M 8 in the city for tl
price (#1.00 per d*y end upward). Steam hi ill in tb
ploded in the magazine, burning his
and electric_ n^ht in every room in the lion ”
#.V),000. ha* ju«t been apenton the hou-e, (tl»H h roa tS
thumb and clothing and smashing the !
gun stock.
icnce at moderate price*.
ixent te
EUROPEAN 1*1.A IV’. Hie special br.
Mr. Thos. McCormick of Madison,
fast* at to cent* and table d'hote dinner at i son
an
cent*
arc
fkmoua.
shot a fine deer and dragged it down to
c.
a
.
jones
.
Mass.,
I
tlie house in less tlian half au hour from ^
They h
the time he started out.
4 tim e an
A party of four got two deer up to the
Lane place at, the lieight of land re
Notice.
tracks
cently.
I have gone out o f Taxiderm y until furl everyw
notice.
Mr. Hiram Crocker also got. a deer.
him an
F. M. R ich ard ! when
Bears are very plenty .and c.'me out to
Farmington. 5
up. T
the orchards near the buildings.
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How “ Ed”

BEAVER POND BEAVER.
How

Ed Grant Shot the “ Jump”
From a Boat.

The

ARE YOU GOING
PARTRIDGE SHOOTING?
I f so you w i l l save y o u r s e l f l o t s o f t r o u b l e a n d d i s a p 
p o i n t m e n t by s e e i n g t h a t y o u r s h e l l s a r e l oaded
w i t h a q u i c k a n d har d h i t t i n g p o w d e r a n d o n e w h i c h
c a n a l w a y s be d e p e n d e d u p o n .
W e bel ieve t h a t o u r S H O T G U N S M O K E L E S S a n s w e r s
these re q u ire m e n ts and w e are c o n f i d e n t t h a t a trial
wi ll c o n v i n c e a ny s p o r t s m a n t h a t it is s u p e r i o r t o
any o t h e r p o w d e r on t h e m a r k e t .
T h i s p o w d e r g i v e s a very h i g h v e l o c i t y w i t h a c l o s e a n d
r e g u l a r p a t t e r n . I t is a b s o l u t e l y w a t e r p r o o f a n d is
n o t a f f e c t e d by h e a t or c o l d , by d r y n e s s or d a m p 
ness.
F or q u a i l s h o o t i n g w e r e c o m m e n d a c h a r g e o f 3 5
g r a i n s ; f o r p a r t r i d g e s , 3 7 g r a i n s ; f o r d u c k s , 4-0
g r a i n s , a n d f o r g e e s e , 4 2 g r a i n s . Loa d in “ A c m e ”
“ L e a d e r ” , “ H i g h B a s e ” or “ R e p e a t e r ” s h e l l s a n d
u s e c o m m o n b l a c k e d g e w a d d i n g . Can w e s e n d you
a c a t a l o g u e d e s c r i b i n g o ur s m o k e l e s s r ifl e p o w d e r s .

*

:

The rest of the
ROSTON L E T T E R .
story need not be told.
A party from Marlboro consisting of
Boats Fairly Bristle \\ ith Heads
Hunters After Maine Big Game
M. Laine, Miss Sadie Laine, Dr. O. H
and Horns.
Stevens and C. Stevens passed through
This Fall.
[Special Correspondence to the P honograph. I
here a few days ago with their deer.
[Special correspondent e of the P honograph .]
G r e e n v i l l e , M e ., Oct. 17, 1899.
Saturday Mr. W. O. Taylor, of the
B o s t o n , M a s s ., Oct. 17, 1899.
Since the game season has begun in Boston Globe, with Dr. W. A. Brooks,
Big stories are already comiDg from
earnest, Greenville has seen more dead Dr. W„ M. Conant and George Brooks
deer than ever before. The tops of the of Boston, came down the lake from the woods and marshes. Many gunners
boats fairly bristle with heads and Lorus Moosehead where they have been enjoy who invaded the nearoy haunts of game
birds are now iu the Maine woods fur
as they are seen coming down the lake. ing camp life. They had four deer.
The sportsmen t.re feeling well pleased
Messrs. A. L, Belcher, C. C. Stanch- game.
The early reports from Maine deer
over the deer they are getting for they field and O. T. Prescott of Boston came
Con
almost without exception have their down from Lobster lake Saturday, were optimistic in the extreme.
choice of several to shoot before they bringing with them six deer.
They servative gunners assert that never be
are ready to go home.
fixed up a camp near the lake and spent fore have thej known so many Boston
Mauy parties arrive daily for the dif two very short weeks. They say that and Massachusetts men to take to the
ferent parts of the Moosehead region anything short of five weeks up in this woods of Maine as this year. The first
contingent sent home some reports that
The service of the danger & Aroostook couuty is only an aggravation.
railroad is much commented upon, and
Among the good deer sent out Satur brought their friends down, until at
favorably, too, especially the Pullman day were two for Miss E. E. Wattles, present the sport is almost at its height
car service. A party of four from Bos Boston, fftr J. S. Roberts, Boston, and a so far as deer is con erned.
Several parties of Massachusetts men
ton, told the P h o n o g r a p h man that fine buck for H. D. Brown of Glouces
left Boston late last week for the upper
they sincerely hoped this service would ter.
Maine woods, after moose, which are re
prove a source of profit to the road so
Mr. Charles E. Rantoul, president of
tnat they would continue it.
It does the Great Northern Paper company, ported fairly plentiful.
The following aie some of the success
away with the early rising at Bangor at had rather an unpleasant surprise up at
ful Boston sportsmen who have taken
the time when sleepy Matute is asse.t- the Moose Horn Dead water.
Soon
their deer home this week:
ing itsell\
after the guide had built a good fire a
H M Tafft, C J Morris, E H Cummings, R G
At the esisblishment of M. Abbott series of explosions occurred and a car Davis, F I.ailrrop, J V m ew , O F Randall, R
Frazar one may tell something of what tridge lauded at the feet of Mr. Rantoul. B Treat, E S Turner W C McGinnis, W Lockis going on in the woods. A long row A party had camped there the day be wood, F T Breed, W S Clark, Geo Bartrom,
of fine heads, but recently home so fore and had left several cartridges on LCross, EE Rogers, N J Perry ffm Davis, F
Kern, F A Lendest, John Frey, F Dolbease, T
proudly through the forests, will be the ground. Fortunately no one was L Proctor, Frank Meinekein, A E Merrill,
carried by other owuevs, and none the hurt.
Ella F Merrill, J L Smith, Grace Smith, J E
less prou:ily, to their places of adorn
Mr. E. M. Valentine, a mail contractor Kincaid, W A Patterson, Chas Duckemy, W
ment in the city.
The deer needs a of Washington, D. C., was on the train Ducktniy, C A Badger, E K Hall, Robert;W
Moore, Srdney Mitchell and J P Lawrence.
guide there fully as much as does the en route for Kineo, Saturday. He told
The first deer to come over the new
sportsman in the northern woods,
the P h o n o g r a p h man that he bad Washington county railroad was killed
S. Lean,an Jones of Mew York, secre knocked over a deer the day before be
by a Boston man and was a handsome
tary of the Iowa Central railway, came tween Abbot Village and Guilford. He
buck.
out and left a tine head here, as did A l is going to get a moose before he comes
A. W. Anson of Boston, bad some
bert Savory of Marblehead.
out from Kineo.
Mr. Valentine is thing of a sprinting match up in the
Mr. M. Peele and wife Brooklyn, are pretty well acquainted with the Maine
woods this fall so ’ tis said.
It was
each having a good trout mounted. woods, as, in fact, he is with most of
early, before time was open on moose
Their son got a nice deer with horns in the country.
that he was out gunning for partridges
the velvet. Mr. Peele has gone back
He says that in all his travels he was in the vicinity of Grindstone, where he
after a moose.
never held up by a wild animal but put in some little time this season. He
Mr. F. W. Durgin of the Windsor i once, though he has met about every
heard a gi eat commotion in the woods
Hotel, Bangor, brought lrom M an's 1 thing that is in the habit of holding
near him. Investigation showed him a
camp at Indian pond, a 5-pound trout |persons up.
This was by a Maine bull moose and he was a big fellow and
which he is having mounted.
moose. He had a mail route from
Thomas Martindale, a wholesale j Branch, Me., to Armstrong, Canada, no mistake. The man and the moose
grocer of Philadelphia, one of the' and was travelling over the route in very discovered each other at about the same
sportsmen who have been coming here bad going, and was jumping along upon time and that the latter was up on the
for the past tweuty years, went up the the corduroy bridges, when he happened game laws was only too evident, for no
sooner had he discovered the poor man
lake a few days ago. Mr. Martindale is to look up and saw at the end of the
than he made for him with mischief in
author of the uovei, “ Sport Royal, I bridge but a few feet distant, a big bull
his eye. Mr. Anson didn’ t wait for cer
Warrant You.”
moose, such as Andrew Douglass de emony but “ dusted” to the best of his
Mr. and Mrs. T. Hart Anderson and lights to hunt. He thought if he should
ability, and it is surprising how fast a
Walter H. Merritt of Lynn, came down make a little noise the old fellow would
man can run under such circumstances.
with their quota of deer.
take fright and run for dear life. So. lie
Messrs. F. H. Neal, L. Lancey and Dr. watched him as long as be cared to and But so can a moose, and away they
went for the road. History fails to re
W. S. Miller of Fairfield, shot their two proceeded to try the frightening act. He
late whether the exact time was re
and have gone out.
did his part, but the moose had for corded but if it was we are unable to
Saturday two parties went up to gotten his and with all the prompting
give it. The man reached the road first
Holeb. The first party of four from that Mr. Valentine freely gave him,
and fortunately made good his escape,
Watertown, Mass, are bound for Par ; would not act it out. Instead, he
but
he doubtless isn’t anxious to repeat
sons's camp, In the party are Messrs. seemed to resent it and made as if he
J. B. Evans, H. A. Philbrick, N. B. wanted to fight. Then Mr. Valentine his advantage.
Hartford and Mr. Spear.
This is the gave it up and got out the quickest way.
first trip into this region by the last two At the next camp the men told him the Arrivals at Carrabassett House.
gentlemen, though the others have been animal was an ugly one and they were
|Special correspondence to the P honograph. |
here for two seasons The other party going right down to kill him off.
C
a r r a b a s s e t t , M e ., Oct. 16, 1899.
composed of E. M. Underhill and A. D.
But the most amusing experience and
Wheeler of Hyde Park, will bring moose one that has always puzzled him hap
Among the arrivals the past week
from Kinney's camp.
pened on a trip down in Arkansas.
He are:
Messrs. James Busfield of Haverhill,
J K Viles, Tim Pond; H Ii Varney, R och 
HE Henry Lecroy of Lynn, and H. M. Pope, was tired and called at the only camp he
could find and asked if he could be put ester, N H ; E A and A B Stewart, E T Adams,
w ife and child, Farmington; E H Sprague,
of the Pope Manufacturing company, of
The room was very small and Skow hegan; D C Durrell and Avife, Dead
up.
Hartford, are at Runnel’ s Camp on there were six in the family.
It was R iv e r; € H Davis and Avife, Newton, Mass;
Roach river after big game.
miles to the next cabin and he stayed. Weston Lewis, P H Winslow, G ardiner; J W
Messrs. H. G. Stone of Bangor and F. His plan was to sit up in the only room Brackett, Phillips; M B Morton, Le Sueur,
F. Thompson of Boston are at Lily bay of the cabin and not go to sleep. When Minn; Frank Boyden, Clias F Roberts, W m W
Thomas, Fred F Lord, Portland; Webster C
for two weeks.
it was time the smaller ones were put to Estes, New York; F H McLain, New V in eyard;
Sportsmen say that up on the West bed and after they were sound asleep, John Durrell, Stratton; F A W oodbury, Capt
the branch they are finding game all hung the mother rolled them np in blankets E B Smith, Engine, 9, Frank H Morgan,
1C»>I
use. up in the woods ready to have their and placed them on the floor next the Wallace Jones, C P Hutchins, F W Marden,
■in? 1 throats cut, and to prove their state
wall where they were to finish their W W Blair, A J Harwood, Oscar F Marden, E
,e f ,
A Packard, Frank F Place, Boston; W A.
ment tell of the nice buck Abner Jack- nap. The next two were treated in the Sylvester, Eustis; Dr John W. Stinson, F itch 
son and Henry Porter of Pittsfield, same way. The bed was nicely fixed burg; E Schultz and wife, New Y ork; J 'V
and the visitor was told he might retire.
Mass., found hanging by his horns. He told them he was not going to do Spear, New Portland; Rufus Taylor, Flags! a ff;
They had followed the deer for some any such thing, but was finally per S J Winslow, Pittsfield; John W Greenlaw,
In the morning be Berlin, N H ; Wallace S Hoyt, Aaron Martin,
time and finally came to where the suaded to do so.
Waltham; Leon Bump, W ilton; A J Bird,
tracks disappeared.
They
looked waked up after a refreshing sleep, only Rockland; J B Boyd, Philadelphia; Geo A
to find that he, too, had been wrapped
art'1' everywhere but in the right place for up and laid away on the floor, while the Harwood, Cambridge; O F Bacon, Hyannis,
him and were about ready to give it up, heads of the family rested upon the Mass; R E Twombly, Berlin, N H ; 0 A Chand
J>3» when Mr. Jackson happened to look
only bed. He thinks he must have been ler, Gorluun; C F Williams, Auburn; D r A H
Carville, Somerville.
up. There was their prey hanging in hypnotized.

i

ARE

PLEASED. the crotch of a tree.

the

“ Pale Face Chief.”

U F IIN & B IN D POWDER CO., NEW YORK.

SPORTSMEN

“ Heaver Terror” and

Grant Shot the “ Jum p.”

I’m tired of ham indeed I am and faith ’ tis
my belief,
My rosy cheeks have lost their bloom from
too much canned corned beef.
Down to the lake my way I’ ll take and on it’s
silent shore,
This very night these hands so white shall
crimson be with gore.
There in the deepnlng shadows before the
rising moon,
I’ll get somem eat but be discreet and won’t
(ell George H**toon.
Thus spake the gaunt and starving “ Ed” the
chief ol cheek so pale,
And soon his f at and stumpy form was wad
dling o’er tlie trail.

GAME NOTES OF THE S T A T E *
Some

Mutters

Iu

Connection

With Giime Laws.
[Special correspondence to the Phonograph.]
A u g u s t a , Me ., Oct. 14, 1899.

The commissioners received a request
the other day for the privilege of taking
several deer to Vermont to go in a park
there. Of course the request had to be
denied.

The beaver around about Beaver pond
are getting so frisky that Eddie Grant
is beginning to think the camps may be
floated off sometime if they don’t
The Kennebec Journal says Game
8top building dams and doing other
A charming day was fading fast and sinking Warden Walter I. Neal is at his usual
things to show how “ fresh” they are.
in tlie west.
Beaver have always been around An August sun shed golden beams upon eacli vocation of terrorizing the wrong doers
who pass through Bangor.
Mr. Neal
mountain crest,
Beaver pond, but they have never be
As through tlie gleaming streak that wound has a peculiar faculty of detecting fish
fore been so plentiful.
the lily pads between,
and game that is illegally being sent
They have built a dam at the outlet A skillful paddler sped lxis boat and marred
from one place to another.
He can
its
silver
sheen.
that actually raised the pond a foot and
smell a partridge through several thick
Crouched
in
the
bow
sat
Edward
“
G.”
graspthey are multiplying so fast that no man
nesses of box and he can find a piece of
ing his “ 44,”
can guess wliat they may accomplish in And sought his prize with eager eyes upon
moose meat when it is packed in a cargo
the way of falling trees, flowing land,
the verdant shore.
of beef. Nothing seems to pass from
Now see that lump begin to rise in Edward’s
building dams, houses, etc.
under his watchful eye, though of
snowy throat,
Just now they are laying in a supply As feeding in the rushes, lo, ’twas not a course there are probably many things
of wood for the winter and if they don’t
that ate illegally shipped that he does
“ Billy Goat.”
not find and no one can ever expect to
stop pretty soon Eddie Grant and Rufus
A sleek and russet hide did glow against the find all.
Crosby who are to stay at Beaver a
alders dark,
Chairman Carleton received a letter
while this winter may have to go fur And quiet fed broadside to “ Ed” ah, ’twas a from Mr. Neal, Friday, in which he said
splendid mark,
ther from camp for fuel than they care
he had recently found a deer and a
As swiftly sped the silent boat and soon ap brace of partridges in a trunk, and that
to.
proached so near
while on a trip dovwi to his home in
There is a place at the west of the That Edward might have touched that “ goat” Pittsfield, he had discovered five fresh
that looked so like a deer.
camps where the beaver are sinking
moose feet being shipped from Fort
wood and making it stay down—a thing And now ids lily cheek is pressed against the Fairfield to some city outside the state.
rifle stock,
All these things are used as evidence
that no man can do. This will be a While the hand that grasped tlie deadly tube
against the owners.
storehouse and the beaver will liave it
was steady as a rock,
The Journal asked how it happened
A flash a crash and o ’er the lake tlie answer
well supplied.
that the warden had found the dear and
ing echoes float,
Grant is very fond of the beaver in
Then a whisk of red with a flirt of white and partridges in the trunk, and Chairman
spite of the fact that they dam all the
Carleton referred to Section 49 of the
gone was Mr. Goat.
Fish and Game laws as revised by the
streams and seem determined to have
There are things in
A tear stole forth from Edward’s eye and last legislature.
their own way.
this that will doubtless surprise those
wandered down his cheek,
And a silence like the grave prevailed for no who have not read it. It gives absolute
power to the warden or deputy sheriff
man dared to speak,
Mr. Francis I. Maule of Philadelphia,
the famous advertisement writer, is ’Till the hunter stroked his trembling chin in search for anything of the sort and
Mr. Neal in his capacity as the watch
and heaved a gentle sigh.
author of some poetry that ought to be Then said in accents soft and low—“ I shot a man of the Bangor Station for contra
published and here is one instalment.
band that may pass through from any of
leetle h ig h !!”
Readers who have not met Eddie But as he homeward bent his steps through the up river stations, has the power to
open any and all trunks of which he has
that summer evening calm
Grant personally, and those who have,
The others heard a muttered word that per a suspicion. This gives him a better
will be interested to read the following
chance to work than he has had in the
fectly rhymes—witli Ham !!
for the more or less accurate description
past and he is not hampered this year
• F. I. Ma u l e .
by processes he formerly had to go
that it contains of the man of whom
August 13, 1891.
through.
P h o n o g r a p h subscribers have heard so
The part of the section referring to
Business at Beaver pond has been ex
much in the past:
cellent during the past season, actually the search and seizure says that “ every
The Pale-face Chief of Beaver Camp |doubling the records. To this pleasant such officer shall have full power and
authority, and it shall be his duty with
circumstance Ed Grant & Son ascribe a or without a warrant, to arrest any
His camp is an old beaver,
The crafty old deceiver,
large share of credit to their advertising person whom he lias reason to believe
The blackest looking whitest-natured thing 1
in the columns of the P h o n o g r a p h and is guilty of a violation of the law, and
in shirt and pants;
with or without a warrant to open,
to the results of the work done at the enter and examine all camps, wagons,
His liair is red and curly,
And for rising bright and early
New York Sportsmen’s show.
cars, stages, tents, packs, stores, ware
The lark’s a lazy loafer to this chief of all the
houses, storehouses, outhouses, stables,
barns and other places, and to examine
“ Grants.”
MOOSE ARE COMING.
all barrels, boxes and packages where
Let me whisper to ye neighbor,
he has reason to believe any game or
He’s out by dawn to labor,
Dead Moose and fish taken or held in violation of this
And to make him stop his toiling takes a Live Deer,
act, are to be found.”
dozen men or s o ;
Wardens at Bangor.
Some may think it odd that Mr. Neal
He thinks we’re raving erazy
should seize deer at this season hut it ,
When we urge him to go “ aisey,”
The first moose of the season to be is the concealing in the transportation
And he cries like any baby when we hide ids
brought to Bangor came down on the that is the crime in the eyes of the
axe and hoe.
train from the B. & A. Tuesday night. Maine law. It may be shipped open
To see him in his glory,
There were two of them, each weigh to view and must be sent that way in
Start him on a funny story,
order to insure a safe, clear passage. As
Both to the partridges, if one wishes to send
About some “ greenhorn” sportsman upon ing between 700 and 800 pounds.
whom he puts a “ jo b ;”
had good antlers and attracted much any along tu> must pay 50 cents a pair
Then sit ye down and listen,
attention. They were owned by A. for a license and he has no right to
And watch his black eyes glisten,
ship any out of sight. Any person
And bear his belloAvs “ pumping” at the old Mullin of Brookly n and J. W. Peune- may carry his birds with him as long
man of Boston. Mr. Penneman got his as he does not take them out of the
pipe'in his gob.
at Daisey pond, and Mr. Mullin his at state.
But don’ t you be mistaken
Shin pond.
Because some fun I’m “ makin”
About this Pale-faced Chieftain who bosses
This is Mr. Mullin’s fourth year’ s
Commissioner Carleton was in Portland
“ Beaver Camp.”
hunting in the Maine woods and each several days the past week, owing to the
To his love of work and beauty,
year he has carried home a moose. Last serious illness of Mrs. Carleton there.
I must add a word in duty,
Just to own the kindly nature of the same year he had remarkably good luck, going
“ deceivin’ ” scamp.
into camp one day, shooting his moose
The story is told of a certain well
on the next and starting for home on the kno^n man on a visit to the northern
woods who was deceived by distances.
Ed Grant’s great secret of how to following morning.
He has one of those lazy natures that
catch big trout was given to the world
cares more for a chance to sit down
When
the
wardens
boarded
the
noon
than one to gaze upon the beauties of
in the following:
train from the B. & A. at Exchange St. this earth. He had been told that a
The Beaver Terror.
on Tuesday a big wooden box gave forth certain pond that could be seen from
the house was but two miles away and
Ed G***t lay dying on his bed, a faithful son
a peculiar odor which attracted the at he started to walk it through the woods.
stood by
tention
of
Warden
Neal.
He
at
once
You know that in the country, especial
To cheer this Washington of Guides “ who
opened it and there found the hide of a ly in the woods, distances seem long,
could not tell a lie.”
All his long life he’d roamed tlie woods and spike moose, head and all.
The box and he swore it was ten miles if it was a
step. He was often rather waggish by
fished the waters round,
was addressed to Charles E. Richardson, nature and he approached a brook when
Shot deer that weighed a ton when dressed,
Bangor,
who
also
had
two
deer
on
the
about half way there that was not over
caught trout all just ten pound.
four fret across it. He began to remove
“ Ob, father dear,” the lad exclaimed, “ before train.
you breathe your last,
When the tram came to a standstill in his clothing and when asked what he
was going to do replied: “ I am going to
Make known to me the bait you used or kind
the western station the first man who swim this river.” The friend protested
of fly you cast,
appeared
to
identify
his
deer
was
that the brook wasn’ t wide enough to
Such as you tell about in camp when visitors
Richardson. Warden Nichols at once require a good step. “ How do I kn w?”
are by,
For pulling out those monstrous fish that placed him under arrest and sent him to he asked, “ distances are deceitful up
this way and if it is as long a step as
ne’ er meet sportsman’s eye.
the police station in charge of Patrol this two miles has proved, 1 shall beThat sends them off to dream of whales and
man
Bickford.
Later
Richardson’s
drowned in the middle of the brool .”
dolphins playing round,
And sends them out to catch next day say brother, Miles E., who v as connected
twenty to tlie pound.”
with the killing of the moose, was
W. R. G’ fford, the Skowhegan taxi
“ Come hither son,” the father said, and whis
arrested, and both men were arraigned dermist, is mounting two white squir
pered in his ear,
“ I charge you guard the secret well when I before Judge Vose in the municipal rels, particularly rare specimens for v r.
court on the charge of having killed a F. H. Wing of that town, Mr. W ng
am gone from h ere;
Fetch hither now yon time worn pack and calf moose at Middle Jo Merry lake on shot the animals wli.le on a cairiYgo?
drive to Jackman.
you will find within
*
Monday (they claiming to have shot the
The secret of my great success wrapped in a
animal there on that day.) They pleaded
beaver skin.”
The package opened by the boy with eager, not guilty, and stated that it was the
STEAMBOATS SOLD.
trembling hand,
first live moose that either of them had
Contained the richest, rarest Fly of this or
ever seen, and that as he was a big one, Rangeley Lake Boats Sold to I f ,
any land.
“ Use this,” he murmured, “ every' time, you’ ll weighing about 800 pounds and had
H . Field o f Phillips.
never make an error.
horns, they supposed that they had a
Capt. C. W. Howard has sold theYou ask its name? I call this gnat for short right to kill him. Neither of them were
Rangeley Lake steamboats to H. H.
‘The Beaver Terror.’ ”
aware that the law called a moose not
And then tlie good man passed away and
Field of Phillips and Mr. Field will
having two prongs to his horns a calf.
with tlie truthful slept,
commence at once to make arrangements
And many years [the _“ Terror-Fly” was as a
After hearing the evidence in the case
for important improvements which he
secret kept.
Judge Yose sentenced the men to pay a
will inaugurate before another season
But by degrees as such things do the mystery
fine of $500 and costs each, and gave
“ leaked out,”
opens.
If
Till now no Guide would stoop to take less them ten days in which to settle.
Mr. Field says that he proposes to
they have not paid by the end of that
than a ten pound trout.
give the railroads, hotels, cottagers and
He simply takes this little gnat and traiisit period they will be committed to jail
the travelling public satisfactory ser
o’er the ice,
for four months. It is understood that
Having first cut a good sized hole and
vice in every respect.
the men cannot pay.
trimmed tlie edges nice.
Up from the depth in eager haste there rolls
The second live deer of the season
tlie monster trout,
Mooselookmeguntic House.
But soon he “ passes in his checks” with tlie to pass through Bangor was on the
[Special
Correspondence to the P honograph.]
“ Terror” in his snout.
Tuesday night train from the B. &. A.
Now “ gentle reader” take a hint, forswear all
H a i n e s L a n d i n g , Me ., Oct. 18, 1899.
Like the first one he was consigned to a
other flies,
Mr. T. L. Page left the MooselookmeUse “ Beaver Terror” every day and scorn to Bath man and was as tame as a lamb.
tell fish-lies.
He was less than a year old and had a guntic House this week for Washington,
F rancis I. Ma u l e .
good set of antlers started.
He was D. C., for the winter.
August 14, 1889.
The season has been one of the most

Grant has been known to shoot off
the heads of partridges with rifles a
great many times but it seems that once
upon a time he missed a good shot and
here’s the story that brought out:

owned by F. R. Mason, who stated that
he was not certain what he would do
with the deer, but thought that he
might place it in Merrymeeting park for
a short time. Mr. Mason also brought
the carcass of a deer with him.

successful at this hotel in its history.
Mr. and Mrs. Eben Hamden are in
charge
of the Mooselookmeguntic
House for the winter as in several sea
sons past.
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PHONOGRAPH,

T h e use o f

Credit for remittance on subscriptions is
given on yellow slip on paper. If this is not
correct notify the PHONOGRAPH. We do not
mall receipts.
The Phonograph is glad to receive com
munications from its readers upon topics of
public interest, but
tiie -------name of , the author
|
" --- --------

must in all Instances accompany thecom r
m____ J ....................._JPp
allcation, but
tcation,
not necessarily for ptibl
as a guarantee of good faith.
The P honograph does not hold itself re■ponsible for, nor does it necessarily endorse
the views of its correspondents.
When ordering the address of your paper
changed, please,giv;'the old as well as new
address.
Remember that the publisher must be
notified by letter when a su >scrlber wishes
his paper s to p p e d . Ali Arrearges must be
paid.
The price o f $1.00 per year for Hie P ho .v o GitAPH applies only to subscriptions paid in ad
vance. All arrearages must be paid at the rate
f i $1.50 per year. lTo not expect any deviation
orom this rule.

W EST P H IL L IP S

H a llo w e i .l , Me ., Oct. 19, 1809

To the Editor of the Phonograph:
An item in the history of West Phil
lips (formerly Berlin) may bo interesting
to some of your readers and in looking
over my father’s old papers recently I
discovered the constitution, bylaws,
pledge and list of members of a temper
ance society of which, it seems, he was
secretary.
Unfortunately the docu
ments are not dated and there are no
records bearing dates among the papers.
Omission of dates seems to have been
more in vogue a generation ago than at
The Editiou of the Phonograph present. My father, Thomas J. Parker,
died March 24, 1847, and all the mem
This Week is 3 ,84 0 .
bers so far as known to the writer are
dead except two. The following is a
copy of the official printed pledge and
F R ID A Y , OCTOBER 2 0 , 1899. signatures of members:
W ashingtonian Pledge.
T h e P h o n o g r a p h is the only paper
We, the undersigned members of the Wash
ingtonian Temperance society

of

that we will now, henceforth and forever a b 

Take note of the spicy correspondence stain from drinking spirituous, vinous and
fermented liquors o f every kind and descrip
from hunting camps and game centers, tion whatever as a beverage. And further
found in this issue.

believing

Recall

that

the

Miss Lucy Tucker, the daughter ot
a prom inent farmer o f Versailles,
Inch, was the victim o f nervous pros
tration. Most o f the time she was
confined to bed, and wus on the verge
of St. Vitus’ dance. It was a pitiful
case which medical science fuiled to
conquer. Finally a doctor prescrib
ed Dr. W illiam s’ Pink Pills for Pale
People. Iler father said:
" W e began giving the pills at once,
and the next day we could see a
change for the better In her. We
gave her one pill after each meal
until she was entirely well. She has
not been sick a day since. W e think
the cure alm ost miraculous.
••Fr a n k T u ck er , Mrs. F .T u c k e b ."
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Tucker, being
duly sworn, state that the foregoing
Is true In every particular.
H ugh J ohnson , Justice oj the Peace.
From the Republican, Versailles, Ind.
Dr Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale People
are never sold by the dozen or hundred,
but always in packages. At all druggists,
or direct from the Dr. Williams Medicine
Co., Schenectady, N. Y., 60 cents per box,
6 boxes $2.50.

Berlin,

published that gives the news of the Maine, believing it to be the duty we ow e to
ourselves, our families and to society, do
fish and game of the Maine woods. hereby promise and pledge our sacred honor,

approbation

of

SUCCESSFUL SESSION

our

the newsy Heavenly Father, the happiness of our fam i Of Franklin County Educational
lies, our wives and little ones, and the kind
letters published last week. Every issue wishes of every good man, connected with

Association.

our own feelings, will be our sure reward, we

is just as gamy and satisfactory to the cheerfully and voluntarily affix our names.
E. Fairbanks,
Ezra Kempton,
sportsman reader.
The subscription Robert
Thomas Booker,
Joel Judkins,

[Special correspondence to the P h o n o gr aph . |

Tuek,
price is but $ 1.00 a year; trial subscrip James
Reuel Coifran,
Caleb Sylvester,
tion, three months, 25 cents."
Lorenzo Stevens,

Win. D. Kempton,
Fred’k H. Eveletn,
Joseph Kempton,
Christopher Orr,
Benjamin Judkins,
Nathan Beedy,
Albert Stevens,
Nathaniel Brackett,
Matthew Tuck.
T h e hunter who killed his deer under George Kempton,
Truman A. Bickford,
Josepii S. Carleton,
Stephen Kempton,
the September license, caa also legally Samuel S. Carleton,
Jacob Lufkin,
Newman A. Oir,
kill two deer in the open season between A. K. P. Kempton,
Beniamin E. Beedy,
Daniel Beedy,
Azanel A. Thompson,
Oct. 1 and Dec. 15.
Jeremiah Stetson,
Newell Judkins,
Thomas Carleton,
Thomas J. Parker,
Owen Hewev

I n a discussion of the September
license law by the commissioners, guides
and sportsmen, it would be interesting
to have the opinion of the ladies who
hunted in the Maine woods successfully
in September.
T h e open season on m oose opened on

M on d ay,

the

prolonging

fifteenth

the

additional day.

being

h u n ter’ s

Sunday,

suspense

an

Round about the h ig h 

w ays and stream s

where

disputed the righ t of way,
now wait and if the

m oose
the

anim als

sou g h t new diversions

have

we m ay

som e interesting m oose

have

hunters

stories

not

expect
before

many days.
W h i l e all the ladies who spend weeks
and months every season in the Maine
woods are not sportswomen yet the num
ber who bring rod, shotgun or rifle is
increasing each year.
For the lady
anglers to score big successes has ceased
to be a novelty, and the number of deer
brought down by lady hunters thus far
this season has exceeded that of any
other Maine hunting record.
Several
licenses were issued iu September to
ladies wlio brought in their deer.
The
Rangeley and Dead River sections were
especially popular with the lady
hunters.

Buckley patent
water tube
boiler for yachts and also “ Acme” launch
engines, which are advertised in another
column are fully described iu their cata
logue. The testimonials from those
who have used the engines show perfect
satisfaction. The Buckley boilers for
small yacht*, 20 to 40 feet in length are
meeting with great success, especially
so when the manufacturers, specify the
size of boiler for the boat when size of
it and engine and number of revolutions
are known.
T he

T iie report of complaints against the
results of the September deer license
law reported by our Kiueo correspond
ent will hardly apply to the whole state.
The P h o n o g r a p h has heard a great
many guides aud sportsmen speak in
commendatory terms o f the provision
that allows the angler to extend his
fishing trfp for a few days’ hunting.
The sportsmen in and out of Maine
have been clamoring for years for a
provision that would allow them to kill
deer and eat venison in September with
out do'ng anything contrary to law.
The present provision is in a measure a
compromise between the wild land own
ers, who are heavy taxpayers and very
much afraid of forest fires, and the
sportsmen aud guides, who thought
September should be a part of the regu
lar open season. It is very evident that
the state as a whole can make more
money by entertaining a given number
during six months than by spreading it
out ever a longer period. But we doubt
if the fall hunting business will be cut
down much.

F a r m i n g t o n , M e ., Oct. 16, 1899.

The annual session of the Franklin
County Educational association, w hich
was held in the main hall in the building
of the Farmington State Normal school
Friday and Saturday last, was the most
successful in the history of the associa
tion in many respects, the attendance
being exceptionally large, in fact large
The constitution admits to member enough to fill the main hall to overflow
ship any male person who has arrived ing nearly all the time.
The program
to the years of discretion, and it will be was very interesting throughout.
seen that the pledge is fully as sweeping
as that of the modern Good Templars.
It is the opinion of the writer that
Berlin was annexed to Phillips previous
A Good Thing.
to 1843, but of course your town records
German S
Syrup
yru p is the special
pre
contain the date of annexation.
scription of Dr. A. Bosebee, a celebrated
Z e k i S. P a r k e r .
German Physician, and is a iknowledged
to be one of the most fortunate discov
It quickly cures
“ I wish to express my thanks to tli eries in Medicine.
manufacturers of Chamberlain’ s Colic, Coughs, Colds and al Lung troubles of
Cholera and Diarrhea r Remedy, for the severest nature, removing, as it does
having put on the market such a won- the cause of the affectiou and leaving
|derful medicine,” says W. W. Massin- the parts in a healthy condition. It is
|gill, of Beaumont, Texas.
There are not an experimental medicine, but has
many thousands of mothers whose chil stood the test for years, giving satisfac
dren have been saved from attacks of tion in every case, which its rapidly in
dysentery and cholera infantum who creasing sale every season confirms.
must also feel thankful. It is for sale Two million bottles sold annually. Bosby W. A. D. Cragin, Phillips; E. H. chee’ s German Syrup was introduced iu
Whitney, Rangeley; C. E. Dyer, Strong; the LTnited States in 1868, and is now
sold in every town and village in the civ
L. L. Mitchell, Kingfieid.
ilized world. Three doses will relieve
any ordinary cough.
Price 75 cents.
For sale by W. A . D. Cr,ijgj«. \

Bismarck s Iron Nerve

Was the result of his splendid health.
Indomitable
will and tremendous
energy are not found where Stomach,
Liver, Kidneys and Bowels are out of
order. If you want these qualities and
the success they bring, use Dr. King’ s
New Life Pills. Only 25 cents at W. A.
D. Cragin’s drug store.

New

Viney
y ard.'

Ladles OarfAVe.ir
(Lie s izi s m file r jift ic u In
en’ Foot
Ease, a powder
shaken
the shoes
It makes tight qjMiew shoes I
ea sy; gives
instant relief (jff-orns atVqb lions. It’s the
greatest coniljB-t dlscove
ihe age. Cures
swollen feet, blisters andwallotis spots. Al
len’s Foot Bflse is a eertfiin cure ior all in
growing n^fls, sweiftThg, hot, aching feet. A
all droughts
and shoe stores, 25c.
Trial --pack
m.. mall. 1 A ,1J
’
age FU1 IF, Iby
Address, tA llen
S. O
strail. le’Roy, N. \V
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B A K E R & C O . ’S

BREAKFAST COCOA
“ Has stood the test of more than loo years’ use among all
classes, and for purity and honest worth is unequalled.”
C o s t s le s s t h a n O N E C E N T a C u p .
T r a d e - M a r k on Every P a c k a g e .

WALTER
TRADE-MARK.

E sta b lis h e d

1780.

BAKER

& CO. L T D . ,

DO RCHESTER, MASS.

Legal Notices.
Estate ot J. SOULE TAY

Monday, Oct. Hi, 1899.
North

Tr’n 1 Tr’n 3 Tr ’ l 5
A. M. p. M. P. M.

■

9 30 12 10

F a rm in gton ,..

4 45

So. Strong,.......
I ar

Strong...............
Phillips, . ( .......

South

1 35 5 15

10 39

2 05

5 35

Tr’ n 2 Tr’ n 4 Tr ’ u6
A. M. A. M. P M.

•

P h illip s,..........

10 10

...lv

S tro n g ,............

7 30

8 00

1 15

7 60

8 40

1 3o

(R A N K LIN ': s s. At a Court
» hoklen al Farmington, within a:
County o f Franklin, on the first T
October, A. D. 1899.
Flavilla S. Taylor, w idow o f J. Soi
late of Lang Plantation in said
ceased, having presented her petit
allow ance out o f tlie personal cstutd
he died possessed:
I t w a s o r d e r e d , that s a i d Petltiqj
notice to all persons interested, by]
notice to lx* published three weeks'*
ively in the P h il l ip s P honour ,)
lishedat Phillips, that they may ani
Probate Court to be held at F t ir n iifl o /ip i
said county, on the first Tuesday o l i o IMP ■
her next, at ten o ’clock in the torque
re»|
show cause, if any they have, why t„
should not be granted.
J iC O ]
JAMES MORRI.SGjNl
Attest, F h a n k w . B u t l e r , B e g i n s

1

■™^»ial Corn

Estate o f JOHN A. HOI t T lK lN G F
THANK L IN : «

Al a Court of Jon A ge

d d e i i a l F a r m i n g t o n , w i t h i n mx| .
firs t
l u llin g

( omit v of Franklli

tl
October, A. D 18W.
| w dayi
George L. Voter, adm inistrator o| tl
,
Farmington, ..
9 30 2 06
Of John A. Wort hie > lute ot Phillip8|*URhte
, 8ao
county, deceased, having presented I*0 ]£m
ami final account o f adniinistmtioif
F. N. BEAL, Supt estate o f said deceased for allow a iin p fleld i
WESTON LEM IS l’ res.
o r d e r Kb, That said Adminislrat q r> l>u
notice to all persons Intereste-1 1
J"
by
we
this order to be published thrt
eessiveh in t he l ’ lll l.l.IPS Plto
'■n|
Shortest and easiest route to Eustis and Deao lished al Phillips that they may aj>|M > K iu il
Probate Court to he held at Fariniii
River region.
as at
said county, on the first Tuesday o f ’ ♦
her next, at ten o f 111<* clock in the fi
and show cause. If any they have, t
same should not l>e allow ed.
J W in t1
In Effect October 2, 1899.
j a m e s Mo r r i s o n ]
Attest,
F
ran
k
W.
Bt
t
l
i
.
h
,
KcgUiq
,m8
GOING NOKTH
A. M. A. M.
n putl
K. Division,
9X0
Boston. Lv. '1W.
Division,
8.30
P. M.
Estate o f A. G. TURNH wliiov
Portland. L v .................................... ...
1.10
Farmington. Lv
................................
4 45
RANKLIN: ss.
At a Court o f j iekStrong, Lv .
............................ ’ 8 16 5.16
hoklen at Farmington, within anil S e o rg t
West Freeman,
................................8.25 5.25 countv o f Franklin, on the first Tud ,,, r,e i,
•Hillside........................ * .......................8 30 5.30 October, A. D. 1899.
1f
,
• S u m m i t , ..............................................8 35 5.35
Nellie AL Turner w idow of A. OJ fn , V
S a l e m , X v .......................
. . . 8 40 5.40 late
o
f
Phillips
in
said
county,
deee.isi
1
3
Or
lb
•Mt Abram J u n e .,.................. .... . .8.45 5.45
•North F r e e m a n , ................................ 8.4S 5.5.0 ing presented lier petition for an al T()hn
o f the personal estate o f which j , , ,
Klngfield. Lv
..................................... 9.30 6.00 out
possessed:
I D id las
Carrabasset t, A r ............................10 O0
6.30
It w a s o h p k k e d , That said Petit Mil > p u re
GOING SOUTH.
P. M. P M.
notice
to
all
persons
interested,
h
yl
F orstt
Carrabassett, Lv . . . . .
. . . 12 00 6.35
K i a g f le ld .A r .................. ,
. . . 12.30 7 00 notice to be published three w e e k s ] T „
ively
in
the
P
h
il
l
ip
s
P
honourap
J*
“ •
9
A. M.
Kingfleld, Lv
.................................... 6 50 12.35 lished at Phillips, that they may ajqta ist we<
•North Freem an,..................................... 6.5712.42 Probate Court to be held at Pnnnini
•Mt. Abram June.......................................7.0212.47 said county , on the first Tuesday of Na rence
Salem, L v .............................................. 7.08 12 55 next, at toi» o 'clo ck in the forenoon ,■ u d wa
„
• S u m m it,..................................................7.13 1.05 cause, if any they have, why the sautl „
"
| G e o rg
•Hillside, . .
.................................... 7.20 1.10 not be granted.
West F r e e m a n , .................................... 7.30 1.15
J A M E S M O R R I S O N , J PUS® O
Strong. A r ...............................................7.40 1.25
A t t e s t , F r a n k W . B u t l e r . Registerlmrplel
Farmington. A r ..................................... 8.20 2.05
■
— —................. —
i l P o ttt
Portland, A r ......................................... 12.20 5.45
P. M
J e e n ii
E.
D
iv
is
io
n
,.....................
4.00
9.05
Estate
o
f
HARI>
IS
V
O
W ,,;:;
Boston, Ar ■W. D ivision ,......................4.C0
OTICE is hereby given, that the .«S o l d , i
•Flag stations. Trains stop on n otice to
bus been duly up)>ointcd Exccui '*JA. M.
conductor.
last
will and testament o f
Close connection is made at Strong with
Wed au
Harris Yose, late o f Kingfiel
trains to and from Phillips, Farm ington, Port
J e reai
land and Boston.
in said county o f Franklin, deeea
Stage connections at Carrabasset for Eustl.- and lias undertaken that trust by
ind Dead River Region.
as the law directs; Ali persons, tli
ing demands against the estate
GEO. M. VOSE, SUPKKINTKNDENT.
ceased, are desired to exhibit tl
settlement; and all indebted to
are requested to m ake immediat
So. Strong,.......

I
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Portland & Romford Falls fij

October 3, A. D. ls»9.

Chalk *

D ir e c t L ink to R a n g e l e y La k e s .
Through Tim e-table, In Effect Oct. 26, 1399.

r

HROUGH

RAINS.

US
C OO MA CMHOEDIO
S.

LK N D il
S PERVJCE.

GOING SOUTH.

Leave Bemis,
“ Rumford Falls,
“
Mechanic Falls,
Arrive, Lewiston,M. C. Upper
Station,
“
Portland, Union
Station,

Bo8ton-{ E. Div.'
GOING N O R T H ,

&RANGELEY R. R.

Leave Boston, j
“
Portland M. C. R. R.,
The only all-rali route to Rangeley Lake.
Union Station,
The quickest and easiest route to the Dead
“
Lewiston M. C. R. R.
River R qjion via Dead River Station. Stage
Upper Station,
connection with every through train for
Arrive Mechanic Falls,
Stratton, Eustts and all pointy inland.
“
Rumford Falls,
On and after Oct. 2, 1899, trains on the Phillips & Rangeley railroad will run as follow s
“
Bemis.
until further n o tice :
Trams run dally except Sundays.
BAST.
pM am
This Is the only standard gauge all rail lin«
E. Dlv
9.00 lirect to the heart o f the Rangeley Lakes.
Boston, .
de W.Dlv
8.30
E. L. LOVEJOY, Supt., Rumford Falls, Mt
PM
i C. Br a d f o r d , Traffic Mgr.,Portland. Me.
Portland
de
1.10
P M
Phillips, ar . . .
5.35
Phillips, Lv
7.30 6.40
i*M adrld,
7.55 5.55
♦Reed’s Mill, .
8 05 6.05
♦Sanders’ Mill, .
8.25 6 15
j ar
9 10
Redington Mills, .
id e
9.20 6.40
»L >g Track No. 2,
9.40 6.50 S U M M E R A R R A N G E H E N T S 1899.
Read River, . .
P'.OO 17.00
8 team era will leave Rangeley at
R mgeley, ar .
00 a. m..
10.20
7 15 •3.15
for Mingo, Mt.View,Rangeley
Rangeley Ouilet and
WEST.
A M P M the lower lakes ■
Rangeley, Lv
8.00 a m. tri
11.20 1.30
rip eon necks with Capt. Barker’s
steamers for the Birches, Bemis, Upper and
Dead River, .
de
11.35 1.50 Middle Dams
3 15 p. in. trip for the Birches
•Log Track No. 2,
11 45 2.05 anu Bemis
!
ar
2.25
All
trips
con
nect
with Billy Soule’s steamRedington Mills, .
de
11.55 2 45 ere for Pleasant Island and Cupauptie Lake.
•Sanders’ Mill, .
12.12
Returning leave Rangeley Outlet and Mi
3.15
♦Reed’s Mill, . .
12.20 73.28 \iew House at * 10.00 a. tu., and *5 00
•Madrid, . . . .
12 25 J3.40 or on arrival of Capt Barker’s steamer-'
Phillips, ar . .
SIiik!' fures, 76 eti Guides’
........... fares, 25 cts.
12.40 4.05
Phillips, de . .
Steam Launch fur barter.
1.15
Portland ar . .
5.45
C. W . H O W A R D , M a n a g e r .
E. Div .
9.05
Boston
ar
W. Dlv.
•Mall trips.
•Trains stop on signal or notice to con-

Rangeley Lakes
Steamboat Co.

5 25 p m.
P E R F E C T F O O D — as W h o leso m e as it is D e lic io u s .”

RTATION.

SANDY RIVER R. R.

“

Tim e-Table.

p»n0,y„EBPS T£? 5?‘J i? c&t2i'S -H .ol

—Medical and Surgical Journal.

T h e hustle of the Maine lumber
men this winter is already manifest in
tiie forest regions of Maine, and North
Franklin is not to be behind in the in
creased amount of lumber to be cut.

1’ R A N S P O R T A T I O N.

if kJ

T IM E - TABLE.

The fol.owing is the summ.trv ot the
business of the civil term of the Farm
ington municipal court:
Fred A. Duley vs. Gordon Cleveland,
judgment of default for $7.49 and costs,
$4.90; total $12.39. Execution issued.
William S. Morrill vs. Charles H.
Gordon, continued.
E. O. Greenleaf
for pltf., J. C. Holman for deft.
E. E. Richards, executor of the last
will and testament of J. A. Richards,
J. E. Mosher, judgment on default
for $25, and costs, $6 50; total $31.50.
Execution issued
Alice B. Dauforth vs. Henry Oliver,
judgment on default for $ 2:00, and costs,
$3.94; total $5 04.
Execution issued.
Louis Voter for plff.
Charles W. Whittier and William E.
Carsou vs. Mary Randall, continued.
Voter for plifs., Gordon for
Louis
deft.
E. Howard Lowell vs. Guy S Hardy,
judgment for plff., $,7.05, and costs,
$4.18; total $21 24.
Execution issued.
Louis Voter for plff.
Joseph W. Perkins vs. Fred Hath
away, continued. C. N. Blanchard for
plff., Louis Voter for deft.
P. W. Stevens vs. J. H. Ingersoll.
judgment on default for $ 12 .88, and
costs,
$4.12; total $17.
Execution
issued. J. H. Maxwell for plff.
P. W Stevens vs. Frank H. Thom p
son, judgment on default for $13.71,
and costs, $4.12; total $17.83.
Execu
tion issued. J. H. Maxwell for plff.
P. W. Stevens vs. Newell H. Sawyer,
judgment on default for $13 11, and
costs, $4 12; total $17.28.
Execution
issued. J. H. Maxwell for plff.
P. W. Stevens vs. Fred Smith, judg
ment on default for 96 cents, and costs,
$4.24; total $5.20.
Execution issued.
J. H. Maxwell for plff.
P. W. Stevens vs. A. D. Leighton,
judgment on default for $18.62, aud
costs, $4.48; total $23.10.
Execution
issued. J. H. Maxwell for plff.
P. W. Stevens vs. Eugeue Cox, judg
ment on default for $6 78, aud costs,
$4.12; total $10 90.
Execution issued.
J. H. Maxwell for plff.
P. W. Stevens vs. Carl C. Thompson,
leave to amend granted. An account iu
offset filed. J. H. Maxwell for plff., It.
II. Thompson fur deft.
P. W. Stevens vs. G. F. Collis, judg
ment on default for $4.16, aud costs,
$4.12; total $8 24. Execution issued.
J. 11. Maxwell for plff.
The Transcript Company vs. H. Dill,
judgment on default for $24.50, aud
costs, $6 04; total $30.50.
Execution
issued. J. C. Holman for plff.
The Transcript Company vs. A. L.
Oakes, judgment by default for $20, and
costs, $6.64; total $26.64.
Execution
issued. J. C. Holman for plff.
Henry L. Whitcomb vs. Jesse R.
Bean, continued.

Rev. Mr. Star bird of Farmington
preached at the Congregational church
last Sunday.
, Railroad
Commissioners
In
Mrs. Carrie Robasli of Farmington
Franklin County.
visited her mother, Mrs. M. E. Fuller,
doctor.
the past week.
tStage c mnectlons for Stratton, Eustis and
Hon. Frederick S. Danforth and Hon. all points in the Dead River region.
Mrs. Mamie Cushman and dau [liter
F
letch
er Po p e , Gen. Man’g’ r.
Hazel of Klngfield are visiting her pa r- Benj. F. Chadbourne, railroad commis
H. H Fie l d , G. P. Si T. A.
sioners,
Hon.
Galen
C.
Moses
of
Bath,
A L. Ma t t h e w s , Superintendent.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Voter.
Miss Eva Perkins of Wilton was in Mr. Osgood, road master of the Port
land & Runiford Falls railway, and. PJH.
town Sunday.
Fred Bowman of Mattapan, who has Winslow-, auditor of the Sandy River
been visiting at J. P. L ook’ s has re railroad, last week made the trip over
R a il r o a d .
turned home.
the Portland & Rumford Falls railway,
Geo. H. Pratt and his mother will go up the lakes and over the Phillips &
- ARRANGEMENT OF TRAINS.
to Albion this week for a short visit.
Rangeley, Sandy River and Franklin &
Geo. D. Clark has moved into his Megantic railroads.
The party spent
house purchased of Mrs. Stewart.
the night at Billy Soule’ s Pleasant' «
*’
Will Gould aud wife are spending a
■goras
1 ntilfollows
further: notice trains will leave
leave nanRan
Island Camps.
few days in Pejepscot.
At Rangeley Mr. F. N. Bea1, superin 7.00 A. M,
Andrew Emery and wife of Industry
|8 15 a. m „ Milo 8 40 a mT l r I n v ilt e lS o T m *
spent Sunday with her parents, Mr. and tendent of the Sandy River road, Mr. Katahdln Iron Works 9 40 a. m ^ N o r c r o s a ^ s
Mrs.^Al Gray.
Fletcher Pope, general manager, and o 2 - NUM.lnocket 9.54 a m, Sherman 1045 am
a nd Patten 11.10 a m Island Falls 11.10 a m,Smyrna’
E E. McLain expects to move his mill Mr. H. H. Field, general passenger and *5* ® L14\a “ V Weeks boro 12.10 p m. Masordis
business to Stratton and Flagstaff.
ticket agent of the Phillips & Rangeley
Mrs. E. F. Look and daughter are go railroad, and others joined the party
Dover 9 10a Vm., M
r
H
“ e.sto“
e 3;L5
P
ing to Malden for a few weeks’ visit.
Guilford
9.35
a. m..
Mohsmi
and made the trip over the narrow Junction 9.63 a. m.,Greenville 10.50 a. m
Mrs. C. W. Moody is visiting in Au
4.45 P M. For and arriving at Milo 6.17 nm
gauge roads. The party were entei- Brownville
gusta.
6.27 p m, Kathadin Iron Works
1)0' ef an(1 Foxcroft, 6 44 p m , Guiltained
at
the
Kingfiold
House,
KingHannibal Voter and wife visited his
f°rd 7.0.) p m, Greenville8.20 p m, Norcross * "
field, Tuesday night.
sister in Avon last Saturday.
{•attend 30*d m ei« \’ V i ’. s ' ierman 8.07 p m,
QM
rn, p
,(1 p'.so
Falls,p8.30
.) 20, «
p m
lE
r e s q’uIsl?
e Isnle
m rp-m.. Holdi
, i ton
P Pn’n
n
10 p m.

WALTER

TRAS
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LOMU ALIO.

A Temperance Society Which
Flourished in the 40’.'.

1893

[Special Correspondence to the Phonograph .j

at a n y " .me.

Subscription price when not paid within
three months, $1.50 per year.

20,

Farmiugtou Municipal Court

horseless carriages for
transporting loads would greatly in
crease the va’ ue of the property in many
P u b l i s h e d W eekly a t Phillips, e Maine towns, that lie just a little too
far from railroads to market manufac
N ew s of the North flaine W ood s tured goods. Mr. Webster C. Estes of
New York, who has been in Franklin
and Country.
county recently and made preliminary
Advance Subscription Rates.
arrangements for
starting
a big
One Y ear,............................................. ......... $ 1.00 novelty mill at Stratton, says it is
Six Months,..................,..................................... 5°
likely that horseless carriages will be
Three Months,.................... .............................
used for conveying the manufactured
Subscription Price when not Paid in Advance
goods from the mill to the railroad. There j
One Y e a r,.......................................................
Six M onths,........................................................75 j are other towns in the county where this
Three M onths,................................................... 3® method
of transportation will be
Single e'.pies 5c. Subscriptions may begin adopted if it proves successful.

Phillips Phonograph.

OCTOBER

B arker’s S team ers,
MooHelookmeguntic Lake.
SEASON OF 1899.

My steamers, Florence E. Barker, Metalluc and Ouzallic will take passenger*
to all points on tiie lake, making close
connections with trains on Rumford Falh
& Rangeley Lakes
railroad and a]
steamers on Rangeley and Richardsot
lakes.
^AI T. F. C, BARKER, Proprietor.
Also proprietor of Camp Bemis and
the Birches

Now is the time to buy your

Greene's Stase LineH EATIN Q
d f a d r iv e r s t a t i o n t o e u s t is
all points in the DEAD RIVER REGION

S E A S O N OF 1899.
p i T “ IlneD
c i 0“ inade w*th all trains on the

Phillips & Rangeley railroad ' at D ladR lV
Station.

STOVES.

We have the largest stock In Franfetlboi
county that was bought early last sutunl
i)*»tore the ri8»». Owning: these «love» at tirarp
pi ice We do, we are In a position to sell ev7
one in want o f a stove, that is tf prices «
sell.
Yc
— ’ We have all k in ds; also the best

The trip to points on the Megantic
ca!? be made much more easily
° r and arrivIn2 at Lagrange ?hink y’ and a t.1.es“ ex Pense via this line
than over any other route.
on the market
ARRIVALS.

RANCES

9.20 A. M.—Leavin
I. W . C R E E N E , P r o p ’ r,
Monson
Dover 7.w
Katahdir.
<■on
7.00 H. m . K
W h m i ’ Iron
l J S WnrV.
f a i t f 'S
-J h
C oplin, M a in e .
m, Brownville 7.16 a. in., Milo 7 M
grange 7.57 a. m.
,,i0 a- m •
1,05 P.M.—Leave Caribou fi ik o m n
Isle 0.43 a. m., Fort Fairfiohl “ ;nIrea<PIe
Moulton 8.20 a. m ,
Ashland
m’
Masardts 7.2 i a. m., Weeks boroV in ,°m a« m >
m i Mills 8.42 a. m., Island Fails l i r e ’ S,uy
Patten 910 a m, Sherman 9.40 a m’
vibe 1U0 a im “ * NorCr° 8810’39 a
Brown-'
3.35
Mofson JuncHonVin
3? p° .m
reenvI1,e
Monson
ju n ctio n 4.32
.,G u ilf o r d !
Dover 5 08 p m , IJmestone 9.45 a m
B 46 a. m., Presque Isle 12.13 p »> l'.\. . u.,brtn
a - m > Boulton 2.00
FaUs8.00 p. m., Patten 2.55 p m P m., Island
Parti • desiring team sof any kind f o r __
any
p. m. M Ulnoeket, 4.16 p m, Nor Sherman 3.28
Katahdin Iron Works
Works 3.00
a no p^ih ^Dowin-iffj point In tuts r egion, can be accom m odate
by
notlfvmir
5..I0 p m, Milo 5.40
by
notifyin
g
p m, Lagrange 6.06. p m .

TEAMS OF ALI DESCRIPTIONS

F. W. CRA
Bangor, M e ., Sept 30,1899,

HGNTOON
' *'

^r‘

&

O AKES,

PROPRIETORS.
Stable next toOquosiOC H line, Rangeley

Maine.

iccre
const
clain

Buy of us if you want to sut^ 7;’,
money. Best line ol
TH tit
prop

HARDW ARE
in the county.

P h i l l i p s H a r d w a r e Co.
No. 7, Beal Block.
—

^

iw ill

Jthro
1 st ret

Tim e to Paint Sleighs. U v

< arrlagcs painted and stored.
L0 W6I *4401
prices. Boot and shoe repairing as usuiv! h av
Singer sew ing machines for sale on eafl this
erms. $3.00 per month. Come In and loo)
v e r my m ac bines. All work guaranteed
SC
A O. Freeze , Phillips Upper villa®©.
Telephone connection.

P H ILLIPS

PHONOGRAPH,

TH E R A N G E LE Y NEWS.

R

o y a l
T

A b s o l u t e l y 'P u r e

Bakin &
Powder

ROYAL BAKING POWDER C O ., NEW YORK.

K ing f i e l d , Me ., Oct. 17, 1899.
Station Agent Loren Pullen and wife
1 are visiting their soj in Lowell, Mass.,
for a few days.
They will also visit
* their daughter in Canada before they
« return to Kingfield. Mr. N. L. Meands
* of Kingfield is acting as station agent
e while Mr. Pullen,is away on his vaca
? tion.

[Special correspondence to the P honograph.]

j

1

, R. L. Kimball, the jeweler of Kinginfield, was at his home in Poland last
aweek.
John Winter of Kingfield is plastering
the rooms in the new building that be
has been putting up.
" E G. Gay of Farmington, proprietor
of the Willows Hotel, was in Kingfield
last week.
it Mr. George Winter has taken the reufmainder of his stock of dry and fancy
goods into the post office, where fie will
’ dispose of them very cheap.
« Mi. John Tirrell of Strong was in
^ Kingfield last week, where he made ex
pensive purchases of w'hite birch to go
i,jjto the Forstej toothpick mill at Strong.
Mr. J. H. Bell of Strong was in Kingjfield last week on business.
^ Lawrence Simmons of North New
.^Portland was in town last week.
110 Mr. George Vose has moved into his
new house on River street, which be has
‘ (just completed.
.
Mrs. Potter and her son, Julian, who
have been in Kingfield for the past two
weeks, have returned to their home in
^Wakefield, Mass.
l* Mr. A. M. Larson is having his shop
isheathed and painted inside and will
soon be ready to paint all the sleighs,
'^before winter.
;tT. Two of KungftelcPs young men went
l*out on Stanley hill last week to get a
f^buck that was in the habit of coming
flout there and they had just posted
e. themselves in ambush when they heard
something coming out of the woods
-•which they calculated was the deer and
Iso they laid very .still, scarcely daring to
* breathe, with cheir rifles cocked and one
ii^eye shut up. Imagine their surprise
ll*wben in old brindle cow with a
.crumpled horn walked out into the field
imd winked at them as much as to say,
;3 “ i am on the lookout for all you chaps
ijjthat shoot guns.”
Mr. Gene Grover was in Phillips one
jjjday :ast week.
Mr. Orace Vose, fireman on the Bos
ton
Mail e, who has been spending a
few days vacation at his home in King“^ield, has returned to his work,
Mr. Sumner Wyman shot a nice, large
buck with a very pretty set of antlers at
^Flagstaff list week. This is the first
deer that Mr. Wyman ever shot and he
lbTuay well be proud of it.
Dr. W. W. Moras is rapidly convales
cing and will now be in his office in a
a few days. Dr. Mores has been suffer, ing severely with necrosis of the bones of
ngthe left foot. Time operations have been
'perform ed and his foot is getting better
AUapidly.
di

_______ ___________________

i

Highland Plantation.

aX

°

Mrs. Joseph Viles is visiting at Mr. D.
go M. Clark's.
Miss Emily Clark has a nice lot of
— views sent her of various places taken
jpwhile on a pleasure trip up river.
Mrs. L. C. Parsons, Mrs. O. S. Allen,
l0)Mis8 Odell Fillebrown and Mr. Alton
T, Adams went to Kingfield one day last
r. Week.
lllI“ Mrs Harry Kilgore and friends were
ery pleased with the cabins and their
vinntertaiument at the Ledge House.
The following friends visited at L. C.
ase<)arsons’ s recently: Rev. L. Hutchins
strJnd wife of East New Portland; A. M.
, tvdams and family, T. C. McCormick
ci^nd wife,
Odell Fillebrown, Alton
^’tVdams, C. E. Durrell of Madison; O. S.
-tunllen and wife, Hiram Robinson and
t I'Irs. H. Kilgore of Smithfield; Mr.' and
'’J^Irs. Benj. Durrell and Miss May King
f Stratton. .
ige, Mrs, J. R. Ryant’s baby has been
uite sick.
Mr. A. M. Adams an 1 family have le
arned to Madison.

is robbed of its terrors by
the fact that the best med
ical authorities state that it
is a curable disease;
one of the

happy

and

things

ukU about it is, that its victims
urtL

rarely ever lose hope.
You know there are all sorts of
I secret nostrums advertised to cure
> consumption. Som e it<« ke absurd
I claims. We only say that if taken
, a*i
in time and the laws c f health are
properly observed,

SCOTT'S
;o.

EMULSION

will heal the inflammation cf the
throat and lungs and nourish and
-** strengthen the body so that it can
throw off the disease.
We have thousands of testioWef monials where people claim they
usd®1 have b en p. rnuncntiy cured of
ea‘! this malady.

ioo>

•
( SCOTT A- BoWjCt;

- .. vew v0rk.

Strong , Me ., Oct. 17, 1899.

The Kidmit club which was formed
in Strong several weeks ago for the pur
pose of physical development and
health have leased the hall over the
Produce Exchange building and will
move in there in about two weeks. This
club has made quite extensive purchases
iu boxing gloves, Indian clubs, dumb
bells, punching bags and the like. The
number of members is limited to
twenty, which they now have.
The
gymnasium will be open for the mem
bers at all times, the club having pur
chased the exclusive right of the hall
for a year, and business meetings will
be held once a month. The officers are:
President, Dr. H. E. Hitchcock; vice
president, H. E. Marstou; secretary and
treasurer, John Gfikey.
Miss Theo Carr, who has been work
ing at Farmington for the past few
weeks, has returned to her home in
Strong.
Mrs. Daniel Ellsworth of Nj.innesota,
formerly of Avon, is visiting friends in
Strong.
A large number of the Strong people
attended the cattle show at East New
Portland last Saturday.
Mr. W. S. Lovejoy and wife of Rangeley were in Strong over Sunday.
The Aurora grange held a very inter
esting meeting last Tuesday.
Mr. C. V. Starbird, who has been in
Boston for the past week, has returned
home.
Strong is very dry this fall and nearly
everybody has to go to “ the spring”
for drinking water.
As some of the
people have to carry
the water
quite a ways, and as it makes it very in
convenient for even those who live quite
near the spring, everybody is praying
for rain to fill up tlie wells again.
By
another fall this probably will not be so
and all the people will have to do even
iu the severest drought is to turn a
taucet and pure water from Day pond
will flow freely from it. This drought
if it continues will cause a good deal of
trouble in Strong.
Next Tuesday the Aurora grange will
have a hulled corn supper in their hall.
Mr. Bert Parsons has leased the base
ment of E. J. Gilkey’s store where be
will have a cobbler’ s and harness shop.
Major E. J. Gilkey has been quite
sick ttiis week.
Mr. A ’ exander Kennedy shot a nice
buck deer in his field last week that
dressed over 200 pounds. Major Gilkey
can testify to its flavor as he was pre
sented with a roast.
Mr. J. L. Boston has bought the
Lincoln Smith stand in the village.
Mr. W. B. McKeen aud family of
Strong, and Capt. J. Dean of Boston,
took a trip to Big E. >ck last Sunday, re
turning by way of Phillips village.
The shooting match held Saturday at
Strong, between the K. of P’s. and Jr. O.
U. A. M., was won by the Mofiegan
Council, Jr. O. U. A. M. The score was
2025 to 2392.
After the game was
counted an oyster supper was served
which was paid for by the K. of P’s.,
about forty eating. There were twentytwo men on a side.
The largest game
taken was a hedgehog.
P. H. Stubbs, Esq., of Strong was in
Phillips one day last week to look over
the Phillips school building.
Mr. Henry Fuller of Temple was in
Strong, Monday, of this week.

lin County Registry of Deeds.

the Town.
[Special correspondence to the PHONOGRAPH)
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Frank Hight shot a deer and two
foxes at Greenvale recently.

Miss Mabel Flint of Massachusetts has
been visiting her cousin, Mrs. Herbert
Ross.
The little child of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Harris has been quite ill.
Dr. Libbey
attended her.
Mrs. C. T. Richardson has been vis
iting at Vassalboro. She returned Sat
urday.
Lewis Wakeley visited at Dead River
Pond Camps recently.
Harry Goodale is taking a twro weeks’
vacation.
Mrs. Alice York has been brought from
Loon lake, where she has been so ill.
She is now stopping at her sister’ s, Mrs.
Whit Oakes.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Welch have taken
rent in A. E. Blodgett’ s house on Mam
street, formerly occupied by Tom
Barrett’s family.
Miss Sadie Adams is boarding at Jim
Ross’s in Wilber district.
Alexis Blodgett is building a lumber
house back of his shop on Main street.
Miss Bana Moore is taking music
lessons of Mrs. M. B. Skollield.
Sherman Webber of New Sharon is
visiting at Fred York’s for a short
time.
Mrs. E. A. Libbey, who has been vis
iting in New Hampshire, has returned
home. Her sister, Miss Ida Harrington,
who has beeu at Rangeley this season,
has returned to her home iu New
Hampshire.
Mrs. Ed Whitney, Misses Jessie Tootliaker, Bessie Simmons aud Grace
Dunham, teachers at Rangeley, attended
the teachers’ convention in Farmington
last week, so the village schools were
not in session Thursday and Friday.
A party consisting of Messrs. Ralph
Cutler, Robert Jordan, Natt Carr, and
Misses Georgia Esty, Florence Hinkley,
Minnie Grant and Mrs. H. L. Dennison
were at Natt Carr’ s camp two days of
last week on a hunting trip.
There is to be a hulled corn supper at
the Dallas schoo’.house Saturday even
ing.
Mr. Sylvader Hinkley is making re
pairs on his house.
Arrangements are being made for a
masquerade ball on Thanksgiving even
ing.
Miss Nellie Lamb has gone to East
Dixfield, where she will do millinery
work.
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Ellis have re
turned from Senator Frye’s camp, where
they have been at work.
Miss Z *ruie Stincbfleld was at Rangeley village over Sunday. She is teach
ing school at Dead River Station.
Mrs. Cotter Wells of Madrid is visit
ing at Rangeley. Mr. Wells is doing
mason work on Jas. Brackett’s house.
Mr. Brackett has moved his family into
the late Asa Peary house while his
house is being remodeled.
Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Leavitt have
mo/ed to Phillips.
Simon Oakes of
Dead River Pond Camps has moved into
the rent recently vacated by Mr.
Leavitt.
Norris Hacked of Avon was in Rangeley the first of the week.
Mr. Joe Haley and sister, who have
been living in the Mrs. Darling bouse,
have moved to Phillips.

Pandora, so runs the myth, let all the
fils of life out of her box to prey upon
mankind, but shut the cover soon enough
to prevent the escape of hope. Hope
remains to every sufferer but it is only
an ignis-fatuus unless it takes on some
tangible form. The hope of recovery is
treasured by every one who suffers from
Transferred.
weak or bleeding lungs, obstinate and
F. W. Devoe & Co. have transferred lingering cough, bronchitis or similar
the agency for Devoe Lead aud Zinc ailments, which, if neglected, or unskil
Paintto W. A. D. Cragin, who will fully treated lead on to consumption.
carry instock a full line ofthis paint— That hope becomes a practical ana tan
gible thing when it is based on the use
5 colors.
of Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discov
ery. Such a hope is reasonable because
thousands of men and women emaciated
Salem.
and weakened by disease have been made
sound and well by the use of ‘ ‘ Golden
Mr. F. O. Stanley of Newton was in Medical Discovery.”
town Tuesday.
Sick people are invited to consult Dr.
Mr. and Mrs. Forest Ellsworth have R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N.Y.. by letter. All
letters are carefully and considerately
been visiting in New Portland.
Mrs. Lulie Cunningham and Miss read and answered. Each letter is held
Lulie Heath attended the fair at New as a sacred confidence and every answer
is mailed in a plain envelope without
Portland Saturday.
any printing upon it. Write without
Mrs. Sarah Ilainmond of Stratton has fear and without fee.
been visiting at F. E. Harris’s.
“ I was taken sick in July la*t year,
The hay pressers have been doing and
was not able to do any kind of
quite a business in town this week.
itork until November.” writes Mr.
Noel W. Orvin, of Langley, Aiken Co.,
Mrs. Edgar Wills has returned from S. C. " Had bean coughing: up small,
St rong where she has been for several hard lumps of phlagm for
about a year before I was
weeks.
taken down. I then called
Mrs. Blanche Seavey and mother, on a doctor, who attended
me
for two months,
Mis. Millett, went to Anson Saturday.
an d s a id that oneWm. Pease is at work for John Oliver half of my left lung
was gone, and ad
at North Freeman.
vised me to leave
Mrs. Stillman Berry and. little son, and my home (Charles
, S. C.), a n d
Miss Addie Bradbury of North Free ton
o to the country,
man visited in town this week.
ut did not say
what sort of disMr. and Mrs. Thayer, who have been ea
se I h ad. I
enjoying a few weeks’ outing in this vi thought it was
consumption,
and
cinity, have returned to their home in
wrote to you for
Everett, Mass.
advice, f to o k
Percy, little son of Walter Lovejoy, f o u r bottles of
octor Pierce’s
while playing with other boys at school D
Golden Medical
one day last week got hit in the eye Discovery, which I sincerely believe has done
with a pointed stick. Dr. Currier feared me more good than all the other medicines I
a partial loss of the sight and he was have ever taken.”
taken to the Eye and Ear Infirmary at
The use of Dr. Pierce’s Pleasant Pellets
Portland, Tuesday.
R o scoe.
does not beget the pill habit.

f

A Phillips Woman A sk s:
‘Have you a floor paint that will wear
two weeks?” ‘ ‘Yes.
W e’ve got one
that wears two years.
Varnish makes
it cost 5 cents more a quart though;
Devoe’s Varnish Floor and Piazza Paint
is its name.” W. A. D. Cragin.

Franklin County Heal Estate.

Hound About tate transfers as recorded in the Frank

As Rev. S. Wakely was away last
Sunday no preaching service was held
KINGFIELD IN CID EN TS.
STRONG DRYING UP.
at the church.
There was a prayer
meeting in the vestry Sunday at 11
Local People Visiting Out of
Wells
Dry and Water Taken o’ clock, led by Edward Hoar.
Town.
Rev. E. V. Wheeler is holding revival
From a Spring.
meetings in Dallas this week.
[Special Conespondeoie to the P honograph.]
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The following are the latest real es

Notes of a Week

I U n g e l e y , Me ., Oct.

Makes the food more delicious and wholesome

OCTOBER 20,

True’s
PIN WORM

Elixir

The only sure, safe, en-1
tirely vegetable remedy for ;
worms In children or
adults. Harmless under;
any conditions. A speedy
cure for all disorders of the ;
blood and the digestive
organs.
I

Price 8 5 c.» »tTonr druggist^. <
W rite for free book on“ Childreir' '

DIL. J . P. TRUE A CO., I
Auburn, Me.
——————- - - -

Kingfield—Hiram V Winter of New Port
land to Jeremiah Morrow, land, 8200, (war.)
Farmington—Minna L Lake, trustee o f the
estate of Ethel May lake and Dorris Frances
Lake, under the hist will and testament of
Stephen Lake, to Caleb W Gilmore o f Indus
try, one-third in common and undivided, of
land ami buildings, 81200, (trustee;) Fred A
Wendell o f Fast Livermore to Julia Hinkley.
land and buildings, 81150, (w ar;) Josiali F
Prescott to George T DustiiP, land, §50, (war;)
George T Dustin to F H Lowell, land and
buildings, 81 and other valuable considera
tion, (.war;) Minna L Lake to Caleb W Gil
more o f Industry, one-third in common and
undivided of land and buildings, 8000, (war.)
Sandy River Plantation—Joshua B Wells of
Phillips to Clara F Grover o f Westfield, Mass.,
et als., land, si anti other valuable considera
tion, (war.)
Madrid—Frank W Chick to William H Milliken, Lyman M Cousens, and Joseph H Short,
all .of Portland, one undivided half of saw
mill and mill privilege, 81 and other valuable
consideration, (quit.).
Jay—Charles Bubier to Charles Bubier, Jr,
land and buildings, 8550, (war;) Henry A Bry
ant to A C Macomber, land, 81 and other val
uable consideration, (war;) Henry A Bryant
to Arthur C Macomber, land and buildings, 81
and other valuable consideration, (war;)
Lizzie I.) Ranger to Eugene Tufts of Wilton,
land ami buildings, 8900, (war.)
Salem—Lewis Brown of Freeman to Lewis
R Brown, land, a certain sum of money,
(war;) Juniata Burnham of St Albans to
Leila Briggs, land and buildings, 81 and other
valuable consideration, (war.)
Strong—Henry S Mitchell to Benjamin B
Burbank, land and buildings, 8750, (war;)
Elmer F Richards of Farmington, administra
tor ot the goods and estate of Mary A Mc
Keen. late of Strong, to Thomas F'Nutting,
land and buildings, 8502, (admr.)
Phillips—Heirs at law of D W Shepard, late,
of Phillips, to Seymour Berry of Madrid, land
and stable, the payment of three notes men
tioned in a certain bond, (war.)
W eld—Azel FI Houghton to Charles Pratt,
land, 880, (quit.)
W ilton—C F Rowell to F A Russell, right to
take water from a well on a farm, 81 and
other valuable consideration, (quit;) John O
Legro to F J Goodspeed, one undivided half
of a certain piece of land, the buildings there
on, and the water power connected there
with, 81 and other valuable consideration,
(w ar;) Charity W Waugh o f Farmington to
Frederick A Russell, land and buildings, 81
and other valuable consideration, (war.)
Farmington—William F Savage of Wilton
to Simon J Luce, land, 81 and other valuable
consideration, (war.)
Perkins Plantation and Weld—Asa M
Adams of Perkins Plantation to John O
Legro of Wilton, an undiv ided half of several
lots o f land, 81 and oth er’ valuable consider
ation. (war.)
<
W ilton—John O Legro to Lizzie D Ranger
of Jay. land and buildings, 8900, (war;)
Charles H Hardy to Asa M Adams of Perkins
Plantation, land and buildings, 81000, (war.)
Industry—Llewellyn Norton of Farmington
to Daisy k Gay of Farmington, land, 81 and
other valuable consideration, (war;) Llew
ellyn Norton of Farmington to Charles C
Williams of Boston, reserving the hemlock
lumber and the right to cut and haul the
same, land, 81 and other valuable considera
tion, (war.)
Cliesterville—O L Basford of Fayette to
James I> Whitney, land and buildings, 81 and
other valuable consideration, (quit.)
Salem—George W Mills to T M Parker of
Phillips, land, 840, (quit.)
Crocker Township—Winnifred A Hender
son and Thomas D Brackett of Farmington
to Frank J D Barnjam of Lynnfield, Mass.,
land and buildings, 8500, (quit.)
Phillips—Hezekiah M Lufkin to Ellen L
Baehelder, land, 850, (war.)
East is—Stephen Quint to Joseph St Ober
and George AY Douglass, land and buildings,
820oo, (war.) *
Phillips—Charles I Chase of Weld to C
Dana Chase of Weld, land, 8150, (war.)

5
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Beware of the Doctors’
Patchwork; You Gan
Cure Yourself at Home.

There is not the slightest doubt that th«
doctors do more harm than good in treating
Contagious Blood P oison; many victims of
this loathsome disease would be much better
off to-day if they had never allowed them
selves to be dosed on mercury and potash, the
only remedies which the doctors ever give for
blood poison.
The doctors are wholly unable to get rid of
this vile poison, and only attempt to heal up the outward appearance of the
disease—the sores and eruptions. This they do by driving the poison into the
system, and endeavor to keep it shut in with their constant doses of potash
and mercury. The mouth and throat and other delicate parts then break out
into sores, and the fight is continued indefinitely, the drugs doing the system
more damage than the disease itself.
Mr. H. L Myers, 100 Mulberry St., Newark, N. J . , says: “ I had sp en t ft
hundred dollars with the doctors, when I realized that
they could do me no good. I had large spots all over my
bedy, and these soon broke out into running sores, and I
endured all the suffering which this vile disease pro
duces. I decided to try S. S. S. as a last resort, and wag
soon greatly improved. I followed closely your ‘Direc
tions for Self Treatment,’ and the large splotches on my
chest began to grow paler and smaller, and before long
disappeared entirely. I was soon cured perfectly and my
skin has been as clear as glass ever since. I cured my
self at home, after the doctors had failed completely.**
It Is valuable time thrown away to expect the doctors
to cure Contagious Blood Poison, for the disease is be
yond their skill. Swifts Specific—

S . S . S . FO R T H E BLOOD
—acts in an entirely different way from potash and mercury—it forces the
poison out of ,the system and gets rid o f it entirely. Hence it cures the
disease, while other remedies only shut the poison in where it lurks forever,
constantly undermining the constitution. Our system of private home treat
ment places a cure within the reach of all. We give all necessary medical ad
vice, free of charge, and save the patient the embarrassment of publicity.
Write for full information to Swift Specific Oo., Atlant^, Ga.

If you want good strong

HOUSEHOLD AMMONIA
You can buy it at the CORNER STORE for

IO cts. a Bottle.

DRIVE OUT ANTS.

Many things have been used to get rid of ants—Cayenne
Pepper, Borax, Camphor, Fresh Mint Herb and Oil of
Cedar have been used with varied success, Most o f these
are obj-ctionable on account o f their odor.
The best thing to drive out ants is Tartar Emetic.
I know this lor I have used it myself. I know that i t
drives them out.
F or two years it has proved saisfactory to my custom 
We now have in stock a ers. Tartar Emetic is a white powder.
It is used by
dissolving a teaspoonlul in one-half cu p of sweetened water.
new line of
This solution is placed in shallow dishes and set about
where ants are troublesome,
It is odorless and safe. It costs 10 cts. ail ounce.

DINNER SETS

CORNER
N o . I,

Beal B l o c k ,

STORE,

■

M a i n St.

SPONGES.
The latest thing out.
Come ii> and see them.

WILBUR & GO.

Wagon Sponges deserve especial mention.
Not only
from the quantity to choose from but for quality.
My ‘ Sheep’s w ool” Sponges are the toughest kind o f a
Sponge, but soft and velvety.
I would like to show you these sponges and have you
actually see the difference between these “ Sheep’s W ool”
and ordinary “‘ Grass” sponges and why they will wear
longer and do better work.

35 to 40 cents buys a good one.
DEPOT

STREET.

W .

A . D . C R A G IN ,
M ain

N o . I, Beal B l o c k ,

Street.

P H IL L IP S , M A IN E .

A Man Got Shot!
GRAY’S BRRMRS COLLEGE
and School of Shorthand and Typewriting.

75 B oys’
Knee Pant
School Suits to be sold at
coi?t, running irom I t to 15
in sizes.

STYLISH AND
WELL MADE

TAUGHT TO DO BY DOING.

DRY THEORY DISCARDED.

SEND FOR FREE CATALOGUE.

Address FR A N K L . G R A Y . P O R TL A N D .

JOB PRINTING .

_

Printing for business men is given
FREMONT SCAMMAN.
prompt attention at the P honograph
office.
PHILLIPS, UPPER VILLAGE, ME
Ge'; our prices on tickets, posters,
flyers, programs, etc., for enterta111ments, balls, etc.

BUCKLEY

J. W . B R A C K E T T , P r o p ’ r
and will positively be sold
Phillips, M a in e .

at cost,

In my store the other day,
but 1 have got lots o f it left
which l am selling at 10 cts.
a pound
Shells, primers,
wads, guns, rifles etc.

Help Wanted.

M. W. RECORDS,

Competent help for hotels, table girls,
cooks, chamber girls, kitchen girls.
Send references to

Phillips Upper Village, Me.

M a in e I n f o r m a t io n B u r e a u ,

Paillips, Maine.

Patent Water Tube for Yachts.
“ Acme” Launch Engines.
.Send for Catalogue to

Also

Rochester Machine Tool Works,
6 Center S t., Rochester, N. Y.
CIGARS—Will send trial box of twenty-flve
H unters R e t u r n , a ten cent cigar, lor §1.00
to any add.ess by mail post-paid.
J oseph A. W illlym s , Box 1T4, Moodu?, Conn

P H ILLIPS
TALK

B LA C K

DRESS

Some Special Bargains, 45 in. very
heavy,

Fine Serge, marked down to 59c.
per yard, worth 75c.
200 yards India T w ill, former price
$1.0 0 , now 85c.
300 yards Black Henrietta, all-wool
best bargain you ever saw at 69c.,
marked down to 50c per yard.
Black Serges 36 in. and 40 in., 29c
and 39c per yd. all-wool, also colors
at same prices.
Send for samples of Dress Goods
and when in Farmington be sure
and visit the low priced store of

A R B O C. N O R T O N ,
12 B r o a d w a y .
C AR DS.

J. F . H ILTON, M. 1).,

Physician and S urgeon,
Office at Residence, Elmwood.
Telephone connections.

H . E . H ITCH C O CK , M. D .

Physician and Surgeon,
Strong:, M a i n e .
Office at the residence of Chas. H. (allkey.

C. W . B E L L , M. D.
Physician and Surgeon.
(Office at residence o f J. K. Bell.)
STRONG,
Telephone connection.

MAINE.

E. B. CTTRRIEK, M. D.

PHYSICIAN and SURGEON, Phillips. I e
OFFICE HOURS, 1 to 2, and T to 8, T M.
Office at residence. Telephone connection.

C . L . T O O T H A K E R . >1 . P

Physician & Surgeon, PMllins, Me.
Office at residence.

Telephone connection*

IN ADDITION TO MY USUAL

INSURANCE

BUSINESS

I Ail PREPARED TO

Insure

Farm Buildings

in Strong, Avon, Phillips and Rangeley
H. F. BEEDY.

D R . H. H. T U K E Y ,
SURGEON

DENTIST,
Office,
No. 2,
Bates Block

PH ILLIPS , M A IN E .
Artificial Teeth §5.00 and §6 00, warranted th
very best. Fillings 50 cents land, upwards.
Those having poor fitting sets of^teeth, call
on me and 1 will warrant aCperfect fit.
Teeth extracted without pain, 25 cents. All
work warranted the very best. Twenty years
experience in Portland.

Franklin

County

R E A L ESTATE

liilmjuv

—Messrs. Will Skolfield and Clem
Skolfield of Phillips, and Harry Stevens
and Mr. Pendexter of Portland, are
hunting at S. A. Parsons’s Mt. Bigelow
House, Lower Dead River. Will Bangs
drove the party over Sunday. The party
shot three deer on Monday, the first day
in camp.
—Mr. Don Harden, who is canvassing,
is now visiting New Hampshire towns.
Last Sunday Mr. Harden in company
with Mr. Howe, with whom he travels,
and Mr. T. J. Mahan of Boston, pro
posed to ascend Mt. Washington, mak
ing the distance of eight miles from the
town where they were located, on foot.

AGENCY

Interviews ano

S. L. Savage,
Carriage work and wood work ot ever>
description done in a workm anlike mannei
Lower floor "onnecting with Rideout’s nee
blacksmith shop.

Buy of

G. E. RIDEOUT,
Your
PLOUCHS, ■ HARROW S,
C U L T IV A T O R S , Etc.
I am also prepared to build all grades of

FARM WACONS
to order.

Seward H ill’ s land List nnrnsa th e river
ftevnud D ill s land ju st a cross th e n v e i,

interested the village folks and quite a
crowd gathered before it was extin
guished.
A fire near Bragg corner
burned over six or more acres.
—The public should not forget the
Masonic installation at Bates hall this,
Thursday, evening to which all are in
vited. Past Junior Grand Warden E.
O. Greenleaf of Farmington will officiate
as install ng officer.
Major Seward
Dill, the first initiate and the oldest
living member of Blue Mountain lodge,
will be present and speak. Entertain
ment consisting of songs, duets, read
ings, etc., will follow the installation.
Dainty refreshments will be served by
Masonic daughters in costume.
No
matter if you forget your loose change—
no money will be required of you.

Horse S hoeing, Carriage
—Mr. W. B. Butler is a good deal of a
Repairing and General
horse man and he very seldom gets left.
J o b b in g a S pecialty.
It is also a fact that his friends like to

C. E. R ID E O U T ,
PH ILLIPS.

-

-

M A IN E .

SENT FREE
to h o u s e k e e p e r s —

LIEBIG COMPANY’S
EXTRACT OF BEEF
C O O K BOOK—

N e w A d v e r t is e m e n t s .

Notice of collector’s sale nonresident
DELICATE AND DELICIOUS DISHES taxes in the town of Phillips is inserted
this week.

IF YOU NEED ANY
P R IN T IN G .
Remember that every job, large and
small, receives prompt attention and
is done in a workmanlike manner at
the P h o n o g r a p h Office.
Our job printing department is
constantly receiving new type and
improvements in machinery and is
equipped for doing any sort of firstclass work.
We are pleased to show samples.
J. W. B r ac k e tt,
Phillips, Maine.
Telephone connenctions.

M E N A tiFI Kidney trouble preys upon
I ITI
l Ii WN U the mind, discourages and
lessons
ambition ;
beauty,
i wy j |a* L fij
i f U lllL l I
vigor and cheeifulness soon
disappear when the kidneys are out ot order
or diseased.
For pleasing results use Dr.
Kilmer’s Swamp-Root, tlie great kidney
remedy. At druggists. Sample bottle by
mail free, also pamphlet.
Address, Dr. KiJnier & Co., Binghamton , N.Y

Notice.
All persons holding orders against the town

of Eustis will present tin* same for payment
at the office o f the treasurer on or before Nov.
15. N o int ere st wi ll be p a id a f t e r that d a l e .
H. H. L a n d e r , Treasurer.

Rangeley, Oct 14, to Mr and Mrs Melvin
Tibbetts, a daughter.
Rangeley. Oct 5, to Mr and Mrs Charles
Q uim by. a daughter.
East Corinth, Oct 11, to Prof and Mrs A L
D ennison, a daughter. (9>£ lbs.)
East Wilton, Sept 25. to Mr and Mrs J o h n F
Melcher, a son. (11 Ibi.)

Marriages.
Weld, Oct 14, by Rev E V W heeler. Mr Ray
Dolly of Boston, and Mrs Mertie Scamman o f
Weld.
Byron, Oct 13, b y Henry H Richards, Esq.
Mr Oscar Nash and Miss Mabel A Huston,
both o f Box bury
M exieo. Oct 3, by .T L Howard, Esq, Mr
Per cy E Childs ano Miss Florence May Lamb,
both o f Mexico.
Dixfie Id, Oct 12, by Rev M B Townsend. Mr
Maurice i\ Forster and Miss Leila M Ramlall,
both of D ixfield.
No rlli Cheslerville, Oct 14. by Justus Web
ster, Esq, Henry W Fuller o f Jay, and Mrs
Hattie M Wilbur of Chesterville.
New Sharon, Oct 12, by Rev G A Merrill,
Geo Stinson and Miss Etta Lane, both o f New
Sharon.

N. E. Wells, tax collector of Avon,
inserts a notice of unpaid nonresident
taxes this week.
H. H. Landers inserts a notice for
bills against Jthe town of Eustis to
presented before November 15.
Fine job printing is done at the P h o 
office. See ad.

nograph

Notice of collector’s sale of lands in
Salem.
The Hinkley Clothing Co. declare
complete satisfaction or no sale of their
goods. Read about their three leaders
in their ad.
Unpaid non-resident taxes in the town
of Weld are advertised.

You are irritable, nervous, despondent, do not
eat or sleep well, tvako tired, have headaches,
weakness, debility and exhaustion. You need Dr.
Greene’s Nervura blood and nerve remedy. Tills
wonderful health-giver restore s health, strength
and renewed vigor and energy to the entil e body.
Mr. John McCaffrey, Lawrence, Mass., says:
“ I was greatly troubled with ny stomach or
years. Then again, I was frequently annoyed 1y
sharp, piercing headaches, and had a ad throat
besides. Had Dr. Greene’sWMervura blood and
nerve remedy recommended to me by a friend,
ami gave it a trial. Before the
secondbottle was gone my stom
ach began to be set right and
now I reel well and enn take
risks with food such as I have
not dared to do for years.
My wife has suffered
a great deal from head
ache and other annoy
ing difficulties. I urged
her to try Nervura and
she did so. She regards
it as a good medicine
mm. feels that it h e lp s
her.”
Dr. Greene, 84 Temple PI.,
IBoston, Mass., cordially in|vites all who are out of health
to consult or write to him
kabout their cases, and h is
'great skill, counsel and advice
are at your service free of
charge. Do not delay but
write at once.

Deaths.
Weld, Oct 10, Mrs Cynthia Barrett, aged 86
years.
Portland, Oct 12, Mrs Carrie, w ife of J B
Donnell, and daughter o f the late Adam
Clark of Strong, aged 66 years.
Maple’s Mill, 111, Oct 10, Hiram Preston, for
merly of Farmington, aged about 83 years.
Los Angeles, Cal, Oct 13, Richard Lidstone,
form erly o f Farmington, aged 27 yrs, 4 mos,
14 days.
Phillips, O ct 11, Orrin Hardy, aged about 74
years.

N. E. W

For Autumr
If you need a new Jacket, Cape, Collarette, read
wear W aist o r Skirt, Dress Pattern, or anythi

ells,

Collector o f taxes o f the town o f Avon.
Phillips, October 16,1899.

the B o o t and Shoe line, we have a full line o f a

Collector’i notice of Sale.

new styles.

Unpaid taxes on land o f nonresident
ow ners situated in the town o f Phillips, in
tlie county o f Franklin, for the year 1898. The
follow ing'list of taxes on real estate o f non
resident owners in the town o f Phillips, for
the year 1898, committed to me for collection
for the said town, on tin* twenty-ninth day
o f August, 1898, remain unpaid, and notice is
hereby given that if said taxes, interest and
charges are not previously paid, so much of
the real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay
amount due therefor, including Interest and
charges, will be sold at a public auction at
tin* town house in said town, on the first
Monday in December, 1899, at 9 o ’clock a . m .
Name.
Description.
Tax.
Mrs E E Holt,
J Joseph Tyler farm, §4.05
Samuel Farmer <r
unknown.
.47
A Parker land,
Samuel Kimball l<> P Walker pond
or unknown, ( land.
7.67
Mrs Mary Harde i, Unpaid highway
tax for 1897.
2.38
Orrin R Walker, 4 A 1' Kenny Berry
2.02
lot,
L I- Hinkley,
Farm 3504, Parker 150, 13.50
Herbert C Moody , Land off Rufus Bean
farm.
2.59
J A Wheeler,
Unpaid highway
tax for 1897,
.92
S S Furness,
Unpaid highway
tax for 1897.
2.57
Stephen Peary,
Unpaid highway
tax for 1897.
.11
Geo T Jacobs,
Land,
7.36
L eonard P r a t t .
Collector of taxes for 1898.
October 16,1899.

C O L L E C T O R ’S N O T I C E OF S A L E .
Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the town o f W eld, in the county o f Franklin, for the
year 1898. The follow ing list, of taxes on real estate o f nonresident owners in the town of
Weld, for the year 1898, committed to me for collection for said town, on the fourth day of
June, 1898, remain unpaid; and notice is hereby given that if said taxes, interest and charges
are not previously paid, so much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay the. amount
|due therefor, Including interest and charges, will be sold at public auction at Weld town, house, in said town, uhe same being the place where the last preceding annual town meet
ing o f said town was held) on the first Monday of D ecem ber, 1899, at 9 o ’clock A. m .
Name o f owner.
Description of real estate
No. o f No. o f x< >f Value. Tax.
Lot.
Ra nge.
(8.
Dillingham and Trask,
Cottage and lot on west shore
of pond,
§150 f 3.S3
Unpaid highway,
150
2.03
W. B. Grover,
Stand in village’,
150
3.83
Dyer land,
100
2.55
It. C. and F. Hutchinson, Samuel White orchard,
100
2.05
E. V . Holt,
Home farm.
500
12.75
C. L. Horn,
Home place,
150
3.83
Frank Harlow,
Cottage and lot on west shore
of pond,
100
2.55
Unpaid highway,
I .«,W
F. A. Phillips,
G. H. Horn land,
175
4.46
Emery Hutchinson,
Land,
14
3
160
200
5.10
Unpaid highway,
2.70
Eastman Judkins,
East part land, '
s
18
1
80
80
2.04
West part land,
17
1
60
70
1.78
Charles Pratt,
South part o f
14
1
50
100
2.55
Mrs. John L. Pratt,
A. Dunning farm,
300
. .05
J. C’. Little,
Lot, except 25 acres,
•J
17
135
100
2.55
Lelaml Lamb or un
known,
Cottage and lot,
1.50
3.83
H. D. Masterman or un
known,
Home place,
100
2.55
H. I). Masterman,
Unpaid highway,
3.35
W. S. Newman,
Cottage and lot on east of
pond,
50
1.28
John M. Philbrook,
Land,
18
5
192
200
5.10
Frank Russell,
Land,
1
8
50
50
1.28
Unpaid highway,
1.67
J. B. Staples, heirs of
West part,
18
1
103
200
5.10
A. R. Sinnett,
Undivided half of home
farm,
325
5.32
A. E. Tyler,
Land,
1
11
213
200
7.80
Laforest, Voter,
Ramsdell farm,
250
6.38
E. V. Wheeler,
Home place,
100
2.55
the year 1898.
Weld, October 16,1899.

not previously paid, so much of tin* real estate taxed as is sufficient, and necessary to pay
the amount due therefor, including interest and charges, w ill be sold without further notice
at a public auction in said town on the first Monday or Decem ber, 1899, at 9 o ’clock A. m .
Name of owner.
Description o f real estate
No. o f No. o f No. of Value, Tax.
Range. Lot.
Acres.
A. W. Davenport,
5
4
160
§ 25
§1.18
F. J. Lufkin,
D. L. Perry farm,
63
200
7.00
Thomas Parker,
Part o f Barnjum place,
9
11
80
50
1.75
Dr. J. F. Prescott heirs,
12
8
160
ltK)
10.16
7
12
160
100
3.50
7
11
80
80
2.80
J. F. Prescott,
4
8
80
9.24
120
2
12
160
3.50
100
3
12
80
50
1.75
W. A. Rich,
Part of
8
10
1
.47
10
Jesse Ross estate,
Horace Libby farm,
9
7
80
200
7.00
Stubbs and Plaisted,
South part o f
9
10
80
100
4.70
Henry Stackpole,
Town -farm.
80
250
13.31
B. F. Trask,
9
8
100
125
7.09
8
9
41
41
1.44
9
9
00
60
2.10
Trask and Mil left,
4
5
160
100 j
3.50
Charles Hutchins,
Part o f Ames lot.
6
8
30
25
1.84
Prescott and Haley,
Mill lot,
25
1.38

A. H. W hiiiieh, Collector of Taxes for the Town of Madrid

C O L L E C T O R ’S NO TICE OF S A L E .
Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the town of Salem, in the county o f Franklin for
rl898. rhe follow ing list of taxes on real estate o f nonresident owners in th e ’ town of
Salem for the year 1898, committed to me for collection for said town, on the fifth dnv o f
July, 1898, remain unpaid and notice is hereby given that if said taxes, Interest and charges
;lre. "V1 !’r!r'vu »Ysb; l»«via, so much ot the real estate taxed as Is sufficient to pay the amount
due therefor, including interest and charges, will be sold at public auction
JU at, the town

Collector’s notice and advertisement house on the first Monday of December, imk), at nine o’clock A.
of sale of land of [nonresident owners in
Name’ ofjowner.
Description of real estate.
No, of No. of No. of Value. Tax.
the town of Madrid is inserted.
fc>-"«asi
■
Lot. Range Acres.
OscarJRecord,
, »
6
h
.
96
§ 50
§1.10
E. J. Robs advertises pigs for sale.
W. S. DODGE, Collector of taxes for the town o f Salem for the year 1898

Weak,
Nervous
Irritable
Blue,
Discouragi

New Goods

Collector’s Nonce of Sale.
Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the town
o f Avon, in the county of Franklin, for the
year 1898. The following list o f taxes on real
estate o f non-resident owners, in the town of
Avon, aforesaid, for the year 1998, com m itted
to me for collection for said town on the
twenty-fourth day o f October, 1898, remain
unpaid, and notice is hereby given that if
said taxes with interest and charges are not
previously paid; so much of the real estate
taxed as is sufficient and necessary to pay
the amount due therefor, including the inter
est and charges, w ill be sold without further
notice, at a public auction at the residence o f
Jonas A. Badger, in said town, on the first
Monday of December, 1899, at 9 o’clock A. M.
Tax.
Description.
Name.
Foss and Jenkins , Land form erly W A
§4.50
Nile,
18.50
E K Hitchcock, Daniel Towle farm,
Estate o f A J ) Part o f farm form erly
3.00
occupied
by
him,
Kennedy,
j
Farm on which he re
George Lakin,
1.50
sided in 1891.
1.20
W S Norton,
Land,
2.70
S R Norton,
Land,
Estate of George
3.15
Norton,
Land
4.50
A B Wyman,
Land,

joke him when an opportunity is pre
sented. Now they are saying that he
started for Strong a few days ago, ac
companied by Mrs. Butler, and one axle
of the buggy broke a mile out of Strong.
This report is not confirmed and so we
don’ t credit it. But the idle gossips
further allege that Mr. Butler put the
detached wheel in the wagon and taking
hold of the broken axle carried one
C O L L E C T O R ’S NOTICE OF S A L E .
corner of the team to Strong village and
Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the town o f Madrid, in the county o f Franklin for
that Mrs. Butler walked beside him the year
1898. The follow ing list of taxes on real estate, o f nonresident owners for the year
offering consolation as best she could. 1898, committed to me for collection for the sai«l town, on the twenty-first, day o f June ‘1898
remain
unpaid,
and notice is hereby given that if said taxes with interest and charges are
It’s too horrible, we don’ t believ e it.

TELLING HOW TO PREPARE MANY

Address, Liebig Co.,P. O. Box 2718, New York.

1899.

Births.

—C. L. Boston is having his house
In Woman’s Life Are Made Danger*
shingled.
ous by Pelvic Catarrh.
—Mr. Hildreth Staples of Dixfield
spent Sunday in town.
—Mr. Allen, manager of the Eastern
Telephone company, was in Phillips
last Wednesday.
—Mr. and Mrs. Edward K. Hitchcock
of Strong, were in town calling on
friends Tuesday.
—W. W. Howland will go into the
woods with his team at Copliu for the
winter, next week.
— Mr. C. L. Boston, engineer of the
Phillips & Rangeley railroad, is taking
a two weeks’ vacation.
— Miss Gertrude Brimigion arrived
home from Lowell, where she has been
ill at the hospital, last Monday.
—After a trip through western Maine
Mrs. M athllde R ichter.
and New Hampshire, Mr. and Mrs. J. F.
Toothaker have returned home.
Mrs. Mathllde Richter, Doniphan,
— Mr. Samuel Farmer came from New Neb., says:
kirk, O. T., Wednesday evening for a
“ I suffered from catarrh for many
short visit among old Phillips friends.
years, but since I have been taking Pe—Mr. Cyrus Dill is visiting his sister, ru-na I feel strong and well. I would
Mrs. John Horn. Mr. Dill formerly re advise all people to try Pe-ru-na. As I
sided in Avon but for many years has used Pe-ru-na and Man-a-lin while I was
lh ed in the west.
passing through the change of life, I am
—Gen. Sheridan’s favorite march is positively convinced your beneficial
a number on the program to be played remedies have relieved me from all my
by Major R. H. Hendershot Thursday ills.”
evening, October 26.
Pe-ru-na has raised more women from
—The Horace Greeley drum is used beds of sickness and set them to work
by Major Hendershot in the imitation again than any other remedy. Pelvic
of a battle to be given at the King’s catarrh is the bane of wom ankind. PeDaughters’ entertainment.
ru-na is the bane of catarrh in ail forms
—Rev. C. E. Wiley of Lynn, Mass., and stages. Mrs. Col. Hamilton, Colum
and J. A. Ward of Kingfield will hold bus, O., says: “ I recommend Pe-ru-na to
religious services at Grange hall next women, believing it to be especially
Sunday evening at seven o ’clock.
beneficial to them.”
Send for a free book written by Dr.
—Mrs. Jennie Davenport and daugh
ter of Montrose, South Dakota, started Hartman, entitled “ Health and Beauty.”
east some days ago for a visit to Maine A d d re s s Dr. Hartman, Columbus, O.
friends. They will visit in Newry and
in Franklin county.
The microbes that cause chills and fever
and malaria enter the system through
—Mr. F. E. Dunham, for the past five
years engineer for the Redington Lum- ! mucous membranes made porous by ca
her Co., now has a position with Port
tarrh. Pe-ru-na heals the mucous mem
land Co. Locomotive Works and resides | branes and prevents the entrance of mala
at 36 Beckett St., Portland.
rial germs, thus preventing and curing
these affections.
— Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Eaton returned
to Redington a few days ago.
Mrs.
Eaton has been visiting friends in
Lowell, and Mr. Eaton took in the T A L K OF NORTH FK INK LIN.
Dewey celebration in Boston.
—L. A. Worthley has recently pur
— Mr. and Mrs. Sylvader Hinkley of
chased a fast horse of W. W. Mitchell.
The horse is entirely green but can go a Rangeley are visiting Mrs. Hinkley’ s
2.50 gait.
He is by Allectus.
Mr. mother, Mrs. F. H. Toothaker.
Worthley promises some speed after a
— Mr. D. M. Locke of New Sharon,
little driving.
who has been in Jackson, N. H., for the
—Mr. Artemas Wing of Bates 1900, summer, was in Phillips last Saturday.
has been entertaining his mother, Mrs.
The Curve club will meet with Mrs.
1 Morrill Wing of Phillips, for a few days. D. F. Field next Wednesday evening.
She returned to her home on Monday,
—Mrs. C. W. Carr of Strong is visit
after a very pleasant visit to this city.—
ing her daughter, Mrs. Flora Carr
Lewiston Journal.
Worthley, in Phillips.
- Mr. Orrin Hardy, who has been ill for
some time, died at the home of Charles
—Mrs. Mary Elwell Stackpole has a
Hoar Wednesday of last week.
His age class of six pupils in singing in Phillips.
j was 74 years. Mr. Hardy lived at Weld
—Mr. Will D. Grant of Rangeley has
for many years but the past summer
been in Phillips this week.
had boon stopping at Mr. Hoar’ s.

—Last Sunday an engine on the Phil
Louis V o t e r , L. B. Br o w n , Managers.
lips & Rangeley railroad which w^s
Office, 51 Main Street, Farmington, Me.
hauling coal from Phillips to Redington,
Houses and farms bought, sold, exchangee started several fires along the line. A
and let. Loans made on mortgages. Collec
tions and care of property a specialty. Care- blaze near the pine woods on Major
ful attention to ai_______
ill business.
correspondence solicited.

O CTO BER 20,

OK NORTH FR A N K LIN .

CRITICAL PERIODS

GOODS,

BUSINESS

PHONOGRAPH,

Special bargains in 25 and 39 cent dress
2500 yards o f outing flannels in light and dark fflaiair
s c a lr

at all prices.
Call and look over the NEW GOODS.

Q. B. SEDGELij
N O T IC E .

4 * * * * * * * * * * * * *
*

Dr . J . R . K i t t r i d g e , D e n t i s t , *

Edgar R.
Toothaker,

of F arm in g to n , M a in e .
WILL BE AT
Hotel Franklin, Strong, Oet. 12, 1899.
Lewis R eed’s, Reed’s Mill, Oct. 13,
Oquossoc House, Rangeley, Oct. 14, 15 and
16 a m.
G reene’s Farm House, Copiin, Oct 17.
Shaw House, EusMs, Oct. 18 and 19
Dr. P roctor’s. Weld, Oct. 25
B. D. Rand’s, Berry Mills, Oct. 26.
Dixfield, Oct. 27.
Byron, Oet. 28, 29 and 30.

$

The rest o f the time at his office, 64 Main *
street, Farmington where he will be oleaaed *
to see all in need o f his services.
Al
operation? pertaining to dentistry careful H *
perform ed. Special attention given to pre *
serving the natural teeth. Teeth extracted

*
*
gua>- *
*

without pain a specialty. Artificial work o
all kinds promptly and ca refu lly done
Teeth extracted free when plates are made
All work warranted.
Satisfaction
anteed.
Entrance 64 Main St., n ext door to C E
Marr’sdrug store.

% B r in g
£
£
3

£
3

£
3
£
3
£

Your

^

Lam bs,
3
V e a l Calves, ^
£
Hides,
3
Sheep
£

3

£

3

£
3

£
3

TO THE

£
3
£

£
of

Groceries,
To b acco and
C onfectionery.

Davis

Store,

Upper V illa g e,

AND

Announce their return from Bfll
with a full line of

W e d n e s d a y , Oct. II.

£
£
3

£
3

£
3

£
3

£

|L

NO. 6, B E A L B LO C K .!

3

3

S. G. HALEY,

Miss Timberlake-a i
Mrs, Smi <

Fall and Wint
£
MILLINERY. U l
3
£ E x h i b i t o f T r i m m e d Ha'— ~

Skins

We have for sale all kinds

Fine
Groceries.

3

3

£
3
£

.uid fro
beautiti
11iss o f
com liti'
erties d
ingredi
com pot
skin, »
sive, is
T h us i
best sk
Sp
Hot bat
OINTM
blood.
50c.; r :
Boston,

NEW FALL GOOD

I-allies’ W inter Sh irtw aists in Cotton t
Wool, all Wool, Corduroy and Silk.
|
Ladies’ Elder Down Dressing 8 a cq u e a ffie
colors.

*

r

BOYS CLOTHING 4

l have added a line o f boys’ clothing, pi
in w ool and corduroy blouses, hosiery. in*
wear, overalls, gloves and mittens.

3
PANTS, L a
3 P H I L L I P S , - M A I N E . £ BESTAnd CORDUROY
other goods sold at low prices, 1 sp it!
fim ium uM ium uim uuufc
Ivin (1
Notice.
I have a nice litter of pigs for sale.
E. J. ROSS,
P h i lli p s , Me ^
Oct. 17, 1899.
’

MISS BANA BEAI
P hillips,

M ain e.

PH ILLIPS

PHONOGRAPH,

C A N N IB A L COBRAS.
Flwree

F ig h t B e tw e e n a C o u p le • (
V e n o m o u s M o n s te r s .

OCTOBER

2 0 , 1899

7

TEMPLE SHOW AND FAIR.
Uooil

Display of Cattle,

H orses

Two cobras recently fought a fierce 1
and Farm Crops.
battle iu the Philadelphia zoo. The fight 1
began with angry hissing. Then the
larger snake made a dusli for the other, j
Exhibit Interesting and
The dart was quick as a flash of light- j Hall
ning, hut the other snake was too aim- j
Many Entries.
hie for his companion, and the head of j
P F 1
the first struck full against the side of I ^Special correspondence to the PHONOGRAPH.-!
the cage. Two great streaks of venom
T e m p l e , Me ., Oot. 16, 1899.
spurted down the glass. Then began a ,
battle royal, with the keeper the only
spectator. For a solid half hour these ! On the evening of October 3 a few
two monsters fought each other, now iu- j citizens of the town met at Hodgkins
terlocking and each trying by main force Bros.’ s store and voted to hold the an
to crush its opponent and now striking 1 nual show the Saturday following. The
at the head and body of the other with j
its fangs. What the smaller lacked in following officers were elected:
! size he made up iu activity, and the re- J
President, Augustin Mitchell; secre
suit was a drawn fight, for their ex tary, B. F. Woodburv; treasurer, John
haustion compelled an end of the strug
Butterfield; Cbas. E. Fanner, J. V.
gle.
The snakes are two of 16 which were Hodgkins, V. B. Ilamliu were selected
recently brought to this country from In- to arrange for grounds; chairmen of the
various committees of classes were ap
pointed as follows: Oxen and steers, H.
H. Mitchell; dairy stock, Roll5^8 Samp
son; beef stock, J. V. Hodgkins; .colts
and driving horses, Chas. Farmer; ’draft
horses, W. I Butterfield; poultry, S R.
Norton; swine, Geo. Tilton; sheep, V.
B. Hamlin; superintendent of hall, E. I.
Farmer, who had the able assistance of
Mr. Elisha Merrow.
In the face of the limit of only three
days in which to extend notice and
make all arrangements and preparations
makes a profuse rich lather, which softens the beard to
there were brought together more than
be removed and leaves the skin unharmed.
136 head of cattle, 60 of which were
dairy stock; also sheep and swine;
It costs about one-fifth as much as the so-called
horses, including matched pairs, drivers,
draft horses, brood mares and colts of
shaving soaps and many who have used it for this
different ages. The hall exhibit was
large and varied for a town show. In
purpose for years, will not have any other.
the ladies’ department there were about
146 entries which included as great a |
The vegetable oils of which Ivory Soap is made, fit it for many special uses
variety of handiwork, both artistic and
for which other soaps are unsafe or unsatisfactory.
mechanical, as is often seen at the
county fair; also the ladies bad on ex
C OPYRIGH T 1898 BY THE PROCTER & G A M B LE CO. CINCINNATI
hibition a great variety of canned fruit
and berries. The gentlemen’s depart
ment included farm and garden crops,
A lm o s t C r im in a l Ne^-lect.
apples, pears, plums, etc. This also
Farmington.
“ Here,” said the statesman who had
was a very creditable exhibit.
Follow
I
lie
address
upon “ The Evolution of
ing are tbie names of the exhibitors in been temporary chairman of the con
vention, “ Pel like to know what kind of Modern Physical Science,” by Prof.
tbe ball:
Mdines. Mary Ranger, Lizzie B Hodgkins, a party organ you’re running anyway.” Stevens, Friday evening, was particu
M F Hodgkins,"Reuben Tilton, L D Gilman,
Clms. ftirmer, M J Mitchell, I) W Chandler. I “ Why.” tbe editor asked, “ wliat’s larly interesting and instructive, and
Levina-Welch, S F Avery, Anna Derby, T T j wrong?”
was listened to by a largo and apprecia
Chandler, K Merrow, Elmira Jenkins, Evie M
tive audience. Prof. Stevens is an en
Morrow, E J Brooks, E A Butterfield, Millie I “ In your account of the proceedings
Carville, Lottie Woodbury, Misses Flossie M you have not once referred to my thusiast on this subject, a deep thinker
Chandler. Ella Farmer, Ella Hamlin, Ada speech as “a ringing address!’
aud a line speaker and his words always
Smith. Messrs. Frank Welch, Morris Duns- ;
convey conviction.
more, Reuben Tilton, L H Farmer, E J Brooks j Chicago Tirnes-Herald.
and E M Welch.
The remarks of State Superintendent
Stetson, who had not been in Farm ingand lig h t d r e s s in g s o f C U T 1 C U R A , p u r e s t o f
In dairy stock there were 60 head on
G u a r d e d A n sw e r.
ton before for three years, were very in
exhibition.
e m o llie n t s k i n c u r e s .
T h is t r e a t m e n t a t o n c e
Gotrox—How would you like to be a teresting and were listened to with
R S Sampson had 7 head; John Peiliam, 3 rich man like me?
close attention.
sto p s f a l l i n g h a i % r e m o v e s c r u s t s , s c a l e s , a n d
head ; C T Hodgkins. 3 h ead; V B Hamlin &
COBKAS TKYING TO KAT EACH OTHER,
Sons, L2 head ; S A Derby, 3 head; D B Ranger,
Getsnox—I’d like to be rich.—In
d a n d r u ff, s o o t h e s
ir r ita te d , itc h in g s u r fa c e s ,
dia, says the Philadelphia Times. They 1 h ead ; Geo Tilton, 4 head; C S Hawes, 4 dianapolis Journal.
are of the kind known to the naturalist head; S V Hodgkins, 12 head ; G j o F Blodgett,
T he two cases of diptheria in Farms tim u la te s t h e h a ir fo llic le s , s u p p lie s t h e r o o ts
head ; T T Chandler, l head ; Levi Howe, 1
|as the Naia bungara, sometimes called 2head;
|ington, reported last week, have turned
John Ranger. 2 head; 1 W Sargent, 1,
On
the
10th
of
December,
1897,
Rev
w it h e n e r g y a n d n o u r i s h m e n t , a n d m a k e s t h e
opheophagus, which means “ snake eat head; Geo Humphrey, 2 head; P B Tilton, 1
i out lar less serious than was at first
S. A. Douahoe, pastor M. E. church, feared. Mrs. Metcalf did not have the
er.” They are found largely iu India, head; E B Hosmer, 1 head.
h a ir g r o w u p o n a s w e e t , w h o l e s o m e , h e a l t h y
South,
Pt.
Pleasant,
W.
Ya.,
contracted
“ though,” said Superintendent Brown,
disease at all, though she had symptoms
The above stock consisted of thor
severe cold which was attended from of
s c a lp w h e n a ll e l s e f a i l s .
j “ they abound iu Luzon and are probably oughbred Jerseys, Guernseys, Ayrskires Iathe
it lor two days, though she rapidly
beginning
by
violent
coughing.
Ho
! one of the best known products of our and their grades; also grade Durhams
recovered her usual good health.
The
says:
“
After
resorting
to
a
number
of
i new colonial possessions.” What the sav- and Holsteins. Of oxen, steers, calves
young lady in the family who had the
so-called
‘specifics,’
usually
kept
in
the
i age of the Pacific islands is to his fellow and stock cows, the following were ex
|disease has now recovered and is practihouse, to no purpose, i purchased a cally as well as ever. There is no other
j man the cobra is to other snakes. But, hibitors:
bottle
of
Chamberlain’
s
Cough
Remedy,
unlike the cannibal, he will eat nothing
|case in town and it is not feared that
Beef oxen, L H Farmer. Bert Mitchell, Wm which acted like a charm. 1 most cheer |there will be others.
1else than snakes. This was instanced in Hodgkins;
matched oxen, Levi Howe, Bert j fully recommend it to the public.”
For
tnd free from every blemish is the skin, scalp, and hair cleansed, purified, and
|the voyage over.
Sear'ts, John Ranger; tliree-yi-ars-old steers,
The entertainment in Music hall,
beautified by CUTICURA SOAP. It removes the cause of disfiguring eruptions,
i In the cage in which the zoo’s snakes A T Smith, T T Chandler, A S Derby; two-! sale by W. A. D. Cragin, Phillips; E. H. Friday evening, by Mr. Hoyt L Conary
Whitney,
Raugeley;
C.
E.
Dyer,
Strong;
year?-old
steers,
E
1
Kennison,
Bert
Searles;
bissof hair and baby blemishes, v iz .: The clogged, irritated, inflamed, or sluggish
j traveled were 14 other snakes, all cobras, one-year-old steers, S G Luce, S A Derby, E F l
of Boston, for the benefit of the Farm
condition of the PORES. C U T IC U R A S O A P combines delicate emollient prop
! some small, some large. The sailor who Conant, who also exhibited several pairs o f I L. L. Mitchell, Ktugtield.
ington High school, was very interest
erties derived from CUTICUR v , thfS great skin cure, with the purest of cleansing
oxen;
steer
calves,
S
A
Derby,
Moses
i tended the cage was instructed to give
ing and had a large attendance.
The
Mitchell, Levi Howe. There were several j
ingredients and most refreshing of flower odors. No other medicated soap ever
{ their suakeships fresh chicken or rabbit other t xnibitors of oxen and steers whose
A M ad M o n a r c h ’s F r e a k .
subject of tbe
entertainment was
compounded is to be compared with it for preserving, purifying, and beautifying the
|each day. The third day out he noticed names we failed to get. Grade Durham cows j “ At the time the maladj- of Ludwig ■•Around tbe Stove,” in which Mr.
skin, scalp, hair, and hands. No other foreign or domestic soap, however expen
, there were four snakes missing. He said were shown by J V Hodgkins and G E Tilton. II, the mad king of Bavaria, was at its Conary gave effective imitations of the
S Hawes showed a large Holstein cow. ;
sive, is to be compared with it for all the purposes of the toilet, bath,.and nursery.
! nothing to the captain, however, fearing C
conversation of the regular typical
Durham heifers were shown by E B Hosmer, I
Thus it combines in ONE SO A P at ONE PRIC E — namely, 25 C E N T S — the
I he should be accused of neglect. He ex G C Stevens, P B Tilton ; Hereford lieiters by worst he gave orders that 30 of his country grocery store loafers, to the
best skin and complexion soap and the best toilet and baby soap in the world.
finest
horses
should
be
put
in
tbe
best
J
V
H
<
dgkirs
and
S
A
Derby;
Holstein
i
amined the cage carefully, but could ^find
amusement of all. The proceeds of the
Speedy Cure T reatm en t fo r Itch in g , B u rn in g , S ca ly H u m o rs.
condition possible for a race,” writes
no sign of a hole by which they might heifers by J V Hodgkins and V B Hamlin.
Sheep were shown by A T Smith, L H i Professor J. H. Gore in The Ladies’ entertainment will be used for the pur
Hot baths with CUTICURA SO A I' to cleanse the skin; gentle anointings with CUT1CURA
have escaped. The fourth day there were Farmer, D E Hamlin, Levi Howe, Wallace
chase of a new flag, the old one being
OINTMENT to heal the . kin; and mild doses of CUTICURA RESOLVENT to cool the
! five less in the cage, and, becoming thor Jenkins and M S Brown; swine by George Home Journal. “ When the report badly worn and torn.
blood. Sold throughout the world. Price,THE SET, $1.25; or, SOAP, 25c.; OINTMENT,
Tilton.
oughly alarmed, he told the captain, who
came that no further improvement
Work progresses slowly on the line of
50c.; RESOLVENT (half size), 5Uc. POTTER DRUG & CHEM. CORP., Sole Props.,
instituted a search throughout the ship,
Horses were exhibited as follows:
could be made, he had them brought the Franklin, Somerset & Kennebec
Boston. Send for “ All About the Hair and scalp,” mailed free.
but the missing snakes were not found.
Drivers, by R T Tilton and J H Ranger; into an open field where every conceiv railroad, but few men being now em
The next mormhg, on going to feed the matched,
by i E Covey and C S Hawes; brood able form of noise making device had ployed. The managers still claim that
reptiles, the sailor was just in time to see mare*, bv E F Conant and C A Norton; yearmatters will be straightened out and
the tail of one of them disappear down 1 n^ colts by S R Norton ; weanling colts by C |been stationed.
“ The horses were tied to posts, and tnat something will be done towards
the throat of the largest cobra. There A Norton.
Foultr was shown by FrariK Blodgett, S R ! the king from an elevated stand gave the settlement of the old debts of the
were but five left in the cage.
Norton, Carl Hamlin, Percy Hamlin and Levi
road before the tirst of December.
the signal that started the flare of
To save these all from extinction the Howe.
The Farmington contingent of the
two large ones were separated from the
trumpets,
the
booming
of
cannon,
the
The ladies of the Congregational
rest, and there seemed to be harmony in church and society furnished good firing of bombs and other outlandish Maine Festival chorus met last Thurs
day and organized for the coming year,
That everybody begins to think both camps for the rest of the voyage. hearty dinners for 20 cents. It can be noises. The horses reared, plunged, with increased numbers and an appar
When, however, the big ones were re said without fear of contradiction that struggled to get free, and finally break
of buying a new stove if one is need moved from their cage upon their arrival no town in Franklin county, of the pop ing loose started in the wildest of gal ent increase in interest.
Miss Bessie Simmons of K ingfield has
here, one of them struck viciously at Mr.
ed. We take pleasure in announc I Carson, the assistant superintendent, who ulation of Temple, could with but three j lops from this bedlam. But toward been visiting friends in Farmington the
days’
notice
get
together
a
larger,
more
whatever corner of the field they fled past few days.
standing near, and he narrowly esing that we are agents for the famous !! was
or worthy show and fair than they were stopped by noises just as
caped death. Since their arrival both varied
L. B. Bangs aud H. B. Voter went to
this.
j snakes have refused to eat, even declinterrifying and sent to another quarter Portland Monday to attend the sessions
There
were
committees
appointed
to
j
j ing a tempting pine snake which was ofto be frightened again and again.
of the grand lodge, I. O. O. F., the
! fered them. Their desire seems to be judge on the merits of the stock in all
former as a delegate from the Sandy
“
When
the
horses
became
too
tired
i that one should overcome the other, aud the different classes, also on articles in to run whll, the king found the specta River encampment, and the latter as
|it is thought that had such been the re every department in the hall, and the j
delegate from Franklin lodge.
Mr.
sult of the battle there would now ribbons were placed where the animal cle uninteresting and ordered the orgy Voter was accompanied by his wife,
to
cease.
By
this
cruel
freak
the
royal
or
article
merited
them,
whether
blue,
|
be but one cobra iu the zoo.
who will visit the Rebecca lodge in
The larger cobra has a history. Last red or yellow, according to the best 1stables lost a number of their most Portland.
judgment
of
the
committee
who
placed
|
valuable animals.”
fall Captaiu Lawrence St. Leger of the
Rev. A. F. Earushaw of Phillips
Eighth Royal fusileers was up at Nag- them.
preached at the First Unitarian church
|pur, a town about 350 miles from Calcut
S h o ck e d th e C h ie f J u stic e .
; Sunday for the pastor, Rev. W. H.
j ta, shooting with a party of friends. One
Lord Russell of Killowen, the chief j Ramsay, who is in Washington attend
day the party halted at a little village
During the winter of 1897 Mr. James
ing a national convention of Unitarian
i and found the natives in a great state of Reed, one of the leading citizens and justice of England, was up in London societies.
j excitement. On inquiry he found that a merchants of Clay, Clay Co., W. \ a., for a few days last long vacation, and
Frank Higgins went to Jay Bridge,
I large serpent had taken possession of a s ruck his leg against a cake of ice in having nothing to do after the morn
We have in stock, the Glenwood Round Oak, the Glen* hut, after driving out the owners, and such a manner as to bruise it severely. ing accepted a friend’s invitation to Sunday, where he will in the future be
that it had struck, with fatal aim. a child It became very much swollen and lunch at his club. After luncheon a employed in the Richmond wood turn
wood Base Burner, the Glenwood Direct Draft, the Beckwith about
4 years old. The body of the child pained him so badly that he could not scratch rubber was with difficulty got ing mills. Mr. Higgins has been em
Round Oak, the Victor Cottage, the Napoleon, and the Kineo. was exposed in a hut near by, and the walk without the aid of crutches.
He together, very few members beiug in ployed by the Russell Bros. <fc Estes Co.
in Farmington, in the same business,
mother
was
frautif
with
grief.
Captain
was
treated
by
physicians,
also
used
These stoves are bought at the lowest prices for cash, and we
! St. Leger, a man of sportsmanlike no several kinds of liniment and two and a the town. The fourth man, a young seven years.
will give our customers the benefit of this. Whatever you want, tions, conceived the idea of capturing the half gallons of whiskey in bathing it, subaltern in the guards, only joined
The announcement of the death of
reptile and adding the stuffed skin to his but nothing gave any relief until he after mentioning that he played a very Richard Lidstone of Farmington, which
we can suit you.
1 collection. He had some difficulty in car begau usin Chamberlain’ s Pain Balm. poor rubfler. Unfortunately the chief occurred in California, Thursday, has
rying out his plans, however, for the mi- This brought almost a complete cure in cut him as partner, Several times in been received Mr. Lidstone was about
tives, stricken with fear, had tied from a week’ s time and he believes that had succession. At first he only fidgeted a 28 years old, and the only surviving son
the neighborhood of the hut and could he not used this remedy his leg would little and made one or two mild in of the late Rev. Mr. Lidstone, every
hardly be induced to give assistance. Fi have bad to be amputated. Pain Balm j quiries.
But after something extra member of whose family have with a
nally, upon the offer of a large reward, is unequaled for sprains, bruises and
single exception, died within a few
diabolical
his lordship broke out with, years of consumption.
two brave young fellows offered to help rheumatism. For sale by W. A. D.
Mr. Lidstone
“
1
really
think,
sir,
you
are
playing
him. One of them was a noted runner, Cragin, Phillips; E. H Whitney, Range- I
had gone to California hoping that his
While the other was the village Sandow ley; C. E. Dyer, Strong; L. L. Mitchell, badly on purpose to annoy me.”
health would be beneficted by the
and could lift an ox.
“ Oh, shut up!” said the soldier. “ How change. It is understood that the re
Ktugtield.
The runner, whose name was Mahab
can any fellow play when you keep mains will be brought to Farmington
Singh, was to stand before the door and
jawing at him?” Lord Russell, with aud buried in the family lot in River
worry the snake into coming out, the
A G rea t In d o r s e m e n t.
A re F ou n d at
quiet dignity, observed, “ I don’t think side cemetery.
other, who enjoyed the appellation of
Said Edward Ten Eyck, the champion you know to whom you are speaking,
1 Ramah Putab, was to do the rest. When amateur sculler, recently: “ I consider
Paint Your Baggy for 75c
all was ready, St. Leger posted his two MacOuire of Boston the best amateur sir.”
“ Oh, yes, I do,” said the warrior. “ You with
men and stood by to await the result. sculler in the country today. He is a nat
Devoe’s Gloss Carriage Paint
n»
17 B R O A D W A Y ,
FA R M IN G TO N , M A IN E .
The runner approached the door, armed
Gives a high
ural oarsman and pulls a splendid stroke, i are the lord chief justice, but you’re ready for use; 8 color.
with a long lance. The other man stood
not in your blooming police court gloss, equal to new. Sold by W. A. D.
while
he
is
possessed
of
both
stamina
and
in The largest stock of Heating Stoves, Ranges and Hardware in the county by the side of the door. Mahab entered
Cragin.
pluck, two attributes necessary to make a now.” Tableau.
and found the reptile coiled up in a cor good oarsman. Last year he failed to com
ner, appareatly asleep. No sooner, how pete when I rowed, but singularly enough
ever, had he prodded it with his lance we both rowed over the. same course and
than the coils unwound, and the cobra won the championship in precisely the
made a dart at him. But be was at a same time—9 minutes 59 seconds. I do
safe distance and ran out of the door, not think there is an amateur in the coun
un«
the snake following. He purposely ran try today that can beat him. I under
in a zigzag course, and the reptile folio-w
New Paints, Oils, and all kinds of Builders’ Supplies constantly on ed his motions. In the meantime the stand he will row in the national cham
pionships this year, and I shall be very
The N E P O N S E T W A T E R P R O O F R E D R O P E F A B R IC is I other man pursued the snake. He soon pleased to meet him on the water. I do
caught up with it, and. grasping it firm not know just how fast he is, but one
s- a splendid roof and side covering for outbuildings. Proof against water, ly by the tail, he braced himself and
thing is certain—I shall do my very best
I swung it around above his head until to win from him, and if I succeed I know
wind and frost, and is much cheaper than shingles or clapboards.
|the reptile was reduced to a condition ut I shall have rowed a race after the finals
Dartial unconsciousness.
*re over. ”
GET S A M P L E S A N D F U L L I N F O R M A T I O N .

Pure and Sweet

This Is The Time

j

CLEM W O O D

and KINEO

R A N G ES.

PARLOR STOVES.

BANGS & BELL,

Phillips, Me.

THE BEST STOVES

IS

p

5thand.

Al

W IL F R E D

M c L E A R Y ’S,

BUILDERS’ SUPPLIES.

PH ILLIPS

8

G A V E little thought to my health,” writes Mrs. W m . V .
B ell , 330 N. W alnut St., Canton, O ., to Mrs. Pinkham. ' ‘ until I found myself unable to attend to my
household duties.
“ I had had my days of not feeling well and my monthly
suffering, and a good deal of backache,
but I thought all women had these
things and did not complain.
“ I had doctored for some time, but
no medicine seemed to help me, and my
physician thought it best for me to go
to the hospital for local treatment. I
had read and heard so much of your
Vegetable Compound that I made up
my mind to try it. I was troubled with
falling of the womb, had sharp pains in
ovaries, leucorrhoea and painful
I was so weak and dizzy that would
often have severe fainting spells
took in all several bottles of Lydi
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
and Blood Purifier and used the
Sanative Wash, and am now '
good health. I wish others
to know of the wonderful
good it has done me, and
have many friends taking it
now. Will always give your
medicine the highest praise.”
Mrs. A. T o l l e , 1946 Hil
ton St., Philadelphia, Pa.,
w rites:

T A L K OF NORTH FR AN K LIN .
—Master Prince Wheeler has been ill
recently.
—Mrs. Ed Greenwood has been ill
this week.
—Miss Altie Ross is teaching at Free
man Center.
—Mr. Delbert Plaisted was in Port
land this week.
—Mr. Ernest York is firing on the
passenger train.
—Mr. Fred Wells of Waterville is
visiting in town.
—Mrs. F. A. Austin has closed her
house in Farmington and will remain
for the present in Phillips with her son,
Mr. H. B. Austin.
—Miss Georgine Y. Wilbur who has
been spending the summer at the
Rangeleys has returned home somewhat
Improved in health.
—Messrs. B. Voter and Albert Fuller
of Phillips, Fred Luce of Allen’s
Mills, and Dick Johnson of Strong were
camping at Mr. Fuller’s back farm this
week.
—Mrs. Chas. Barrett of Rangeley was
in town, Monday, calling on friends.
She has been visiting her brother, Wm.
Jacobs, for a week and returned home
Monday.
—The Cottle Brook hill in Phillips is
one of the hills in the vicinity
which few bicyclists attempt to ride,
but Prescott Lowell makes the ascent
easily on his wheel.
— E. O. Greenleaf, Esq., of Farmington will install the new officers of Blue
Mountain Lodge, F. & A. M., at Bates
hall this, Thursday evening. Mr. Greenleaf is past officer of the Masonic grand
lodge.
—Every week in the year the Phono
g raph gives direct returns to the ad
vertiser in its columns. The paper is
read in every family in North Franklin
and the ad columns are read as well as
the news matter.
—Rev. A. F. Earnshaw has been en
gaged by the Congregational society of
New Vineyard to supply that pulpit for
three months on alternate Sundays.
Mr. Earnshaw will be in New Vineyard
every week from Friday until Tuesday.
—The drum solo, imitation of an engine on the great Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul railway, to be given by Major
Hendershot, Thursday evening, October
28, is so natural that the audience will
imagine there is an engine in the room.
—The entertainment on Thursday
evening of next week, under the au
spices of the King’s Daughters, will in
clude many pleasing numbers by local
talent as well as the selections by the
famous drummer boy of the Rappahan
nock and his son„
—Mr. W. B. Hoyt was in Skowliegan
and Norndgewock last week on busi
ness. On the trip Mr. Hoyt sold a
granite monument to Mrs.
Daniel
Ellsworth, to be placed on the Ellsworth
lot in the new cemetery in Phillips. The
price of the monument is to be nearly
$600.
—It has been suggested that the
trustees of the North Franklin Agricul
tural society in revising the premium
lists, insert a department for photogra
phy- Some very good work is done by
North Franklin amateur photographers
and collections of the pictures would be
a pleasing feature to visitors at the Fair
building.
—The down of the cat-tail is being
gathered by many ladies for making
pillows, etc. The secret of handling the
down successfully is given as follows by
a Phillips lady:
In picking, cut the
head complete and do not strip the down
till filling the pillow.
Then take the
head and strip the down inside the
nillow, and the flying down in the air
will be avoided.
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HOME EVIDENCE

Visit o f Former Residents.

We notice the arrival in town of j
Daniel Tarbox and wife of Lewiston, |
formerly one of our citizens, who spent
his boyhood days here and subsequently
went into business with his brother, !
William, in the store near the grist mill !
on the east side of the river. They did [
a large, prosperous business and accu- j
mulated money. Mr. and Mrs. Daniel
Tarbox left here in 1850 to reside in
Lewriston, where they have since made
their home.
Their old friends will
greet them with a glad greeting.
We regret it has been so much the
Cures Catarrh,
practice that so many of our old citi
Colds, Coughs,
zens, after having obtained a compe
tence should think proper to leave with
Asthma and
their capital to build up other places
All Throat and
than this. Some in cities of this state,
others in the wide and far west. They |
Lung Diseases
drew their riches from these rich valleys,
and Prevents
hills and forests to build up other sec
tions of our great country.
We recall
Consumption.
such names as Joel Whitney, A. II. Borney, Ralph Butler, Moses Sherburne,
A Maine Man’s Strong Words.
Daniel Robbins, George Wheeler, Sew
ard Dill, W. II. Josselyn, Dr. Blake,
Mr. John H. Flannagan, contractor, 764
Congress St., Portland, Me., says: “ 1 autrered
William Tarbox and many others.
severely from catarrh without being
Had these same men stayed here and very
able to secure relief from different remedies
exercised the same enterprise, the same and doctors. Finally I procured a Munyon
push as was their custom, who can tell Inhaler, and am happy to say that relief
almost at once, and a com plete cure
what the result might have been. came
was made within a short time. I trust that
Luckily they left a class of men who my experience with the Inhaler will benefit
had the enterprise, indomitable will and some other sufferer.”
push, that it is a delight to visit here to
see the improvements, the activity man
The Inhalation Treatment.
ifested on every hand.

Mr. J. H. Flannagan of Portland
Gratefully Tells of His Wonderful
Cure of Catarrh by

Among the Churches.

FR A N K LIN

Com -

Munyon’s Inhaler.

LUM BER AROUND SA LE M .

P in k h a m —

I was very thin and my
friends thought I was in con
sumption.
Had continual
headaches, backache and
falling of womb, and my eyes
were affected. Every one
noticed how poorly I looked
and I was advised to take
Lyd ia E. Pinkham’s V ege
table Compound. One bottle
relieved me, and after tak
ing eight bottles am now a
healthy woman; have gained in weight 95 pounds to 140
pounds, and everyone asks what makes me so stout.**
TALK OF NORTH

OCTOBER

Spruce, Birch and Poplar

to

i» _
-1*“

Put 111.
Charles F. Smith and George Smith
of Rumford, who own the tract of land
on the Mt. Abram town near Salem,
known as the John Stewart lot, are
planning to put in about a million of
spruce this year to be sawed in the
Salem mill. Charles Hutchins of Kingfield is negotiating for the contract.
The wagon road will be about four miles
long.
Robert Cunningham and Levi Reed
are planning to put in 300 cords of pop
lar this winter to be shipped over the
Franklin & Megantic for pulp wood.

The Pocket Inhaler is made o f hard rubber.
It is handy, durable and portable. It is easily
charged, contains no liquids, and may he
carried In the Vest pocket always ready for
use.v It gives all the benefits of tile glass
; “ Family Inhaler.” It is unbreakable and tinspillabTe. *A little child can use it.
Clouds o f Medicated Vapor are Inhaled
through the mouth and emitted from the
nostrils, cleansing and vaporising all the in 
flamed and diseased parts which cannot he
reached by medicine taken Into the stom ach.

If Yon Have a Colfl Or O u i l , u?e
Tie Inhaler Now and Get RM of Your
Trouble Before Winter Sets In,
It reaches tlie sore spots—it lieals the raw
places—It goes to the seat o f disease—It acts
j as a balm and tonic to the whole system
—$1.00 at druggists’ or sent, by mail.
in the house m ean
____ a fam ily kept in
! health.
Separate cure for each disease.
Munybn’s “ Guide to Health” plainly tells
■how to use them ; every symptom described.
J Munyon guarantees that his Rheumatism
! Cure will cure nearly all eases o f rheumatism
in a few days; that hie D yspepsia Cure will
I cure indigestion and all stom ach troubles;
that his K idney Cure w ill cure HOper cent o f
all eases o f kidney troubles. -IT separate
remedies. Write fo r free m edical advice to
Prof. Munyon, 17)05 Arch street, Philadelphia,
Pa.
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MUNYON’S REMEDIES

Dunham Brothers, who have pur
A t the Union church Rev. Mr. Earnchased the Elias Reed lot, expect to
sliaw
preached
from
Acts
i
i
:
1,
“
And
— Mr. A. O. Frees was in Madison
haul birch to the Dodge mill this winter.
one day last week.
when the day of Pentecost was fully Winfield Dodge, the proprietor of the
—Mr. Robert McMullen is visiting at come they were all with one accord in mill, expects to take in two or three
his home in Kingfield.
one place,” reading also the three fol hundred cords of birch this year.
About the occurrence
— Mr. Fremont Scamman has sold 14 lowing verses.
A Thousand Tongues
guns so far this season.
narrated in this passage there have been
Could not express the rapture of
questions
many
and
various.
What
—Mr. Philip A. Fowler is visiting in
really occurred at this time? What Annie E. Springer, of Philadelphia,
Worcester, Mass., this week.
power came upon the disciples so that when Dr. King’ s New Discovery cured
— Mr. M. W. Bean is visiting in Bos those who spoke strange languages could her of a hacking cough that for many
ton and vicinity for a few weeks.
communicate one w’ ith the other? Did years had made life a burden. She says:
“ After all other remedies and doctors
—Mrs. John Russell and children of visible tongues of flame appear or is the failed it soon removed the pain in my
language symbolic?
Idle questions,
Rangeley visited in town last week.
all. The answers cannot be given. But chest and I can now sleep soundly,
—Mr. Isaac Oakes of Rangeley, has the fact remains that on that day a new something I can scarcely remember
been in Phillips a few days this week.
power came upon the little band in doing before. I feel like sounding its
praises throughout the universe.”
Dr.
—Mrs. Eliza J. Dutton is visiting her which the Christian church has its be King’s New Discovery is guaranteed to
daughter, Mrs. John Russell, of Range- ginning, a power making the members cure all troubles of the Throat, Chest or
of that band, bold, courageous, fearless
ley.
in the face of martyrdom, hopeful and Lungs. Price 50c and $1. Trial bottles
—Mr. John Vining of Livermore confident despite persecutions and ob free at W. A. D. Cragin’s drug store.
Falls, spent Sunday with friends in stacles. The impetus given the work of
town.
the church at that time has never been
N EW LUM BER M ILLS.
— Mr. Fred Davenport, engineer on wholly lost. How well founded was
their
confidence
the
history
of
the
cen
Mills at Freeman to Re Repaired,
the Sandy River railroad, is in Boston
turies has shown.
The spirit which
this week.
Others to Re Built.
came to the disciples at the day of Pen
—E. C. Butler of Skowhegan, visited tecost has surely been manifested in
[Special Correspondence to the P honograph.1
in new goods at
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Benj. Butler, other ways than that in which its activ
No. F r e e m a n , M e ., Oct. 17, 1890.
this week.
ity was then expressed.
To Elijah upon Mount Horeb it spoks ! Mr. Carl Lewis of Gardiner Las pur—Major Hendershot and son will
in the still small voice. For him it was chased a farm of some 700 acres in No.
entertained while in Phillips by Mrs.
neither in the great and strong wind nor |Freeman and on the farm is the “ Oliver”
W. Brackett.
in the fire; but at Pentecost it came saw mill in a dilapidated condition.
—Mr. and Mrs. Harry Stevens and with the sound of a mighty rushing Mr. Lewis will put a crew at work, Mon
two children are visiting Mr. and Mrs. wind and appeared as tongues of fire. day, Oct. 23, to put it in conditfon to
Will Skolfleld.
One spirit, but differing manifestations. saw perhaps one million this coming
season. Mr. Lewis is having some new
—The engagement of Mr. Philip A. So all through the story of human life machinery made in Gardiner and will
and
progress
are
the
signs
of
its
pres
Fowler and Miss Bertha M. True has
ence. It filled the hearts of Luther and i have the mill put in first-class order for
been announced.
of the English and Scottish reformers I business by the first of December. J. E.
—Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Voter, Master and strengthened them for glorious Ladd of Gardiner will have charge of
Both my Jew elry and Furniture
Earle and Miss Fern visited at T. G. work w'hich the world can never forget. I the repairs.
departments are receiving new goods.
A portable mill will be placed at
Hamden’ s the first of the week.
It abode with Bunyan in Bedford jail,
enabliug him to put into words thoughts Smith’ s land in Salem, to saw the lum
R epairing W atches, Clocks, Jew —Weston Lewis, president, and P. H. which have blessed myriads since his ber there this winter and F. J. D. BarnWinslow, auditor of the Sandy River day. It hovered over Greece and there jum will have a portable mill in opera- clry and Furniture done promptly.
railroad, visited Phillips last week.
came into being beautiful art which is tion at the Hammond field.
The syndicate that recently purchased
— Mr. Walter Toothaker is in Port yet a source of inspiration and awakens
land, attending the sessions of the adfniration. It taught the founders of Crockertown, will prtt in two portable
this republic of ours and guided those mills this fall on the Franklin & Megan
Grand Lodge, I O. O. F., this week.
who freed it from the curse of slavery. tic railroad, and with a fair prospect of
—Mr. and Mrs. William Quimby drove
a mill being built a short distance b«to Kingfield last Saturday and spent, It is present in the various great low Carrabassett, it looks as though tho
Sunday with their neice, Mrs. Geo. H. I assemblies of earnest people, as the Franklin cfe Megantic would have about
|International council which so recently
Winter.
! convened at Boston, in the Christian as much business as it can do next sum
O c c a s io n a l .
— Mr. A. O. Frees is doing a rushing 1 Endeavor convention from which thou m er.
business in bis cobbler’ s department sands go forth inspired with fresh zeal
and it is reported that his work is very and earnestness.
East Madrid.
satisfactory.
It is in every beneficient work througbj
Mr. and Mrs. J. TI. Welts, with their
—Miss Annie Davenport, who has out the world, throughout the universe. two children Ray and Evangeline, visited
been visiting in Phillips and Madrid It may be in your work and life and in in Dover, N. H., last week.
recently, has returned to her home in mine, directing, guiding, making more
Mr. Fred Wright of Lewiston is stop
Roxbury, Mass.
potent for good. Shall we not expect it, ping at F. H. Thorpe’s enjoying the
wait for it, admit it into our lives?
hunting in this vicinity.
Rev. E. V. Wheeler held some special
Robbed the Grave.
meetings in Dallas last week.
He will
Rev.
B.
F.
Fickett
is
conducting
re
preach at the schoolhouse in this place
A startling incident, is narrated by
vival
services
at
the
Union
chapel,
West
next Sunday at 10.30 a. m. and at the
John Oliver of Philadelphia, as follows: |
Bletlien schoolhouse at 2 p. m.
“ I was in an awful condition. My skin Phillips, this week.
The Ladies’ circle, which met with
was almost yellow, eyes sunken, tongue
Mrs. F. H. Thorpe last week was quite
coated, pain continually in back and
Mile
Square,
Avon.
well attended and w^xs enjoyed by those
sides, no appetite, growing weaker day
by day. Three physicians had given
Mrs. H. O. Gleason has been on the present. The next meeting of the circle
The finest Marble and Granite work from a marker to
will be at the home of Mrs. F. H. Hath- |a heavy monument given prompt and careful attention.
me up. Then I was advised to use sick list the past week.
Electric Bitters; to my great joy, the
Headstones cleaned and reset and all cemetery work
Mr. Woodman Bubier caught a part away, Oct. 2G at 10 a. m.
Mrs. Wallace Virgin and little daugh done in a thorough manner.
first bottle made a decided improve ridge in his barn one day last week*
ter will start for Rumford Falls this
ment. I continued their use for three
New Shop located near post-office, Main St.
The Misses Peary stop at Mr. Will week to join her husband, who is work
weeks, and am now a well man. I know
Kelley’
s
while
attending
Phillips
High
they robbed the grave of another
ing there. They intend to make their I PHILLIPS MARBLE WORKS
home there.
I
victim.” No one should fail to try |school.
Mr. Lewis Witham was here last week
them. Only cOc., guaranteed, at W. A. ' Mr. Mac Bubier has shot quite a num
W . B. H O Y T , P r o p ’ r,
ber of foxes the past few weeks.
D. Cragin’s drug store.
canvassing for a book treating on ani
mals and their diseases.
H.
H arold.
B o x 3o8,
P h illip s , M e
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$5.00 per suit
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lor #4 5 0 ).

A. M. Greenwood's

The Jeweler and

Dealer in Furniture.

LOT 3. Brown mix
w ool, neatly m
trimmed.
A 111c
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$
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No. 3, Beal Block, Phillips. Me. NOBBY SUITS.

Why let your neighbors
know it?
And why give them a
chance to guess you are even
five or ten years more?
Better give them good
reasons for guessing the
other way. It is very easy;
for nothing tells of age so
quickly as gray hair.

vigor

Allen’s Mills.

Is a youth-renewer.
It hides the age under a
luxuriant growth of hair the
color of youth.
It never fails to restore
color to gray hair. It will
stop the nair from coming
out also.
It feeds the hair bulbs.
Thin hair becomes thick hair,
and short hair becomes lone
hair.
It cleanses the scalp; removes all dandruff, and
prevents its formation.
We have a book on the
Hair which we will gladly
send you.
I f you do not obtain an the ben*.
Bts you expected from tho use of the
Vigor, wrfte the doctor
Probably there Is some difficult
with your general system whlc
may be easily removed. Address.
Dr. J . C . A y e r , Lowell, Mas*.

I

John
Higgins and party returned
from their hunting trip bringing with
them a nice buck deer.
Arthur Collins is painting George
Luce’ s house, and Morrell & Mason are
painting their store.
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Luce are visiting
Mrs. Luce’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. John
Allen of Anson.
A. O. Rackliffe and wife visited in
Stark Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Spinney are visit
ing in Sidney.
E. M. Higgins and two sons, Masters
Earl and Ralph, were in town Sunday.
J. A, Linscott and Ralph Dyer were
at Granite Point cottage Friday.
Rufus Peterson of Lexington with his
sister, Mrs. E. J. Brooks, visited their
cousin, John Durrell, recently.
Loren Durrell and W. Henry Oliver
start this Monday morning, with Mell
Durrell, for Dead River, where they will
work in the woods the coming winter.
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E very M oth er

should have It In
the house for the
many common ailments which will occur in
every family as long as life has woes. Dropped
on sugar suffering children love it. Johuson ’3
Anodyne Liniment cures every form of inflam
mation, internal or external. The real danger
from disease is caused by inflammation ; cure
the inflammation and you conquer the disease.

■ WIN W '

LINIMENT

Originated in i Sio by an old Family Physician.
Could a remedy have existed for almost a
century except that it possess extraordinary
merit for many family ills? There is not a
medicine in use today which has the confidence
of the public to a greater extent than this won
derful Anodyne. It has stood upon its own
intrinsic virtue while generation after genera
tion have used it as a Universal House
hold Remedy from infancy to good old age.
Our hook ‘ ‘ Treatment for Diseases,” mailed free.
Doctor’s Signature and Directions on every bottle.
At all Druggists. 1. S, Johnson & (Jo., Huston, Mass-
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Fuel.

Kiln dried blocks delivered in ten
barrel lots in the village at ten cents per
barrel. Orders may be left with I) W.
Wells, at W. A. D. Cragin’s Drug Store
orw ith Austin & Co.

Phillips Store, No. 5, Beal El
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